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1. The Military Camp 

 

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL TOBY Masterton looked the 

boy straight in the eyes. “Your behaviour has been contrary 

to good military discipline. You will now drop your trousers, 

bend over and touch your toes.” 

Eighteen-year-old Sapper Alan Barrett had been 

returning his commander’s stare impassively; but now his 

eyes sparkled as the seriousness of the situation sank in. 

He had not expected this. Barrett knew the Lt-Col. was 

newly appointed to command the Royal Engineers 

embarkation camp. What he didn’t know was that Masterton 

had specific instructions to tighten up discipline at the unit. 

And, he was going to do this in traditional military style. 

The Lt-Col. rose from behind his desk and picked up 

his swagger stick. It was a solid rod, about twenty inches 

long. He knew from experience this would leave an 

impression on the boy’s behind that he wouldn’t forget in a 

very long time. 

“Get on with it Barrett,” it was a stern command. 

Masterton smacked the stick into the palm of his left hand to 

emphasise his impatience. 

Barrett had not expected this. He had been absent from 

the camp without leave and knew he would have to be 

punished, but usually a lad was confined to camp or lost 

some other privileges, or even a day’s pay. But, to be 

ordered to take down his trousers and bend over like some 

schoolboy in front of the headmaster was unheard of. 

Blushing scarlet, the boy began to loosen his trousers 

and let them drop to the top of his (not very highly polished) 

army boots. Then in one athletic movement he swooped 

over, stretching his fingers so the tips touched his steel toe 

caps. Barrett knew the procedure. He had been caned many 

times both at school and the orphanage where he had been 

brought up. He knew very well the sting a whippy rattan 

cane could make as it thwacked into his stretched backside. 
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The difference today was that he wasn’t at school, his 

trousers were at his feet and it wasn’t the headmaster about 

to whack him with a thin whippy cane, it was his 

commanding officer who was going to lay into him with a 

solid stick. 

Masterton looked on impassively as the boy obeyed his 

order without question. He deserved this thrashing and it 

would do him a lot of good, he thought. Once word got 

around camp that this was how miscreants were treated, the 

Lt-Col. expected behaviour to improve immeasurably. 

Masterton took hold of the boy’s khaki shirt and moved 

the tail away from the target area, revealing an expanse of 

off-white cotton underpants. Barrett was quite small, a 

consequence of poor diet from an early age. Most men of his 

social class were the same. It was a wonder they were fit 

enough to undertake military service. 

He placed his hand on the base of Barrett’s back to 

move him slightly so he could get an uninterrupted swing 

into his buttocks, raised the swagger stick shoulder high and 

brought it crashing down into the boy’s cheeks. Barrett let 

out a gasp and screwed up his face tightly, but otherwise 

remained impassive. After a dozen strokes he was ordered 

to stand. 

Barrett had never known such agony, it felt like his bum 

was a covered in welts and his pants were stuck to his skin; 

he was sure he was bleeding. 

His face had turned from scarlet to deathly white and he 

was desperate to scream out with the intense pain, but he was 

a military man and as such he could not show he was hurt. 

On command, he pulled up his trousers and was 

dismissed. Later, he was still so sore he had to eat his lunch 

standing up. 

Masterton was thirty-nine years old and had been 

brought back to England from Germany to take command of 

the camp. The Top Brass had decided it was going to ruin 

and it needed a strong disciplinarian to turn it around. 
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Masterton was their man and they didn’t mind too much how 

he went about the job as long as he succeeded. 

The Lt-Col. soon let it be known to fellow officers and 

NCOs that he approved of corporal punishment above all 

other sanctions and he was prepared to turn a blind eye to its 

use. 

That was how Peter Jenkins found himself, trousers and 

pants down, bent across the knee of Lt. Allenby. Gunner 

Jenkins was a mess orderly and among his other duties he 

was expected to keep Allenby’s quarters clean and tidy. He 

was a jolly boy and Allenby liked having him around. 

Jenkins wasn’t well educated and Allenby had started 

helping him with his reading (many of the boys joined up 

especially so they could have a chance to learn to read and 

write). Allenby thought he had developed a good 

relationship with the eighteen-year-old and hoped the boy 

saw him as a bit of a father figure. 

Things went very well until one day anxious to get 

away from camp on a forty-eight-hour pass Jenkins skipped 

his chores and left the lieutenant’s bed unmade and his room 

un-cleaned. 

Jenkins knew he had behaved badly and expected to be 

punished on his return. But he didn’t expect to find himself 

face down across his commander’s knees staring at the un-

swept floor while the lieutenant whacked his bare arse with 

a gym slipper. The pain was intense and so was the 

humiliation of showing his crack and balls to his master. 

After a couple of dozen hard whacks the boy was 

released. For some moments, he stood hypnotized, not 

certain what he should do next. His rear was on fire and raw 

from the top of the cheeks to his thighs. The imprint of the 

slipper was clearly visible where the sole had branded the 

flesh. If you looked closely you might be able to read the 

trade name ‘Dunlop’ in reverse across his buttocks. 

Allenby ordered him to get dressed and resume his 

duties. So, fighting back the urge to bawl his eyes out and 
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with a throbbing backside, the eighteen-year-old held onto a 

broom and started to sweep the floor. 

 

@ 

 

No boy on the base was allowed to smoke until he 

reached twenty-one and became a legal adult. If he did Lt-

Col. Masterton had ordered he should be flogged across the 

buttocks with a stout cane. He preferred it to be done with 

some ritual. 

The camp’s military police soon devised a ceremony 

that struck fear into the hearts of all the young tobacco 

addicts. Tommy Alberston, a twenty-year-old serial smoker, 

was the first to go through the rite. The camp had a dummy 

gun, rather like a canon used one hundred or more years 

earlier, and this became the centrepiece of the proceedings. 

He was marched in to discover beside the gun a file of men 

and a corporal from the military police; he was a big, 

powerful fellow and he fingered a stout cane. 

On command Alberston stepped forward hitched up his 

trousers and threw himself across the gun on his stomach; 

his head hanging down one side, his feet on the other. A 

couple of men knelt by his head and took a wrist and an 

ankle each and drew them together so that the trousers fitted 

very tightly across the young man’s firm buttocks. 

The corporal threw himself into his striking stance, 

intending to inflict the maximum pain possible. Swish! 

Alberston stifled a scream and tried to wriggle free, but the 

two men gripped him firmly in position. 

The corporal was in no hurry. The first stroke had been 

a sort of overhead and downward cut. This second one - 

swish! – came underhand and upwards. Alberston wriggled 

on the gun, sweat now pouring from his body and his face 

was scarlet as one supposed were his buttocks. 

Whizz! A straight forearm cut fair across the other two 

lines. The men let his hands and feet go, he sprang erect with 
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flushed face and suspiciously brilliant eyes, and trotted off 

to his duties, but he wouldn’t be able to sit down to do them 

for a day or two. 

 

@ 

 

Nobody could remember the last time a lad had been birched 

at the camp. The police corporal didn’t even know how to 

prepare the birch rods so he sought the advice of a willing 

retired officer. He was able to find the necessary leafless 

branches in a copse close to the army camp. He cut eight of 

them so they were three feet long and tightly bound them at 

the base with sticking plaster. He had been advised to soak 

the birch in brine for as long as possible to ensure the 

suppleness of the rods and the effectiveness of the sting they 

would inflict on bared flesh: he found a large enamel bucket 

and thus prepared he was ready to deal with Gunner 

Johnstone. 

Johnstone was nineteen years old and something of a 

recidivist; he was constantly in trouble and often for similar 

offences which other punishments had failed to control. 

When sentence was passed, twelve cuts of the birch bare 

breech, he was impassive. He too knew no lad had been 

birched in living memory and when he survived the ordeal 

he would be something of a hero in the camp. 

The sentence was set for the following morning (to 

allow the birch to soak overnight) and Johnstone was 

summoned to the camp gymnasium for nine o’clock. As 

with Alberston’s caning, there was a guard of honour to meet 

him when he arrived as instructed dressed only in a white PT 

vest and tight gym shorts. Johnstone was a big fit lad, 

standing over six feet tall and he was a keen football player 

and athlete. His body was muscular and well-toned and he 

fitted snugly into the vest and shorts; not that it mattered too 

much since the shorts would be removed and the vest pulled 
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right back so that he was naked from nearly the shoulders 

down. 

He was commanded to stand in front of the vaulting 

horse and after the charges and the punishment details were 

read aloud, he was instructed, “shorts down and over the 

horse lad.” 

Johnstone wished that some of his pals were among the 

guard of honour to witness how well he would take the 

birching; after all a little bit of history was about to be made 

here. 

The corporal and his colleagues had decided Johnstone 

should not be held down for his whipping, instead he would 

be expected to take it like a man. They fully expected that 

he would not be able to do so and would try to escape his 

punishment after the first lash landed eight supple birch 

twigs into his bared buttocks. Then, they would add to his 

humiliation by forcing him back over the horse and holding 

him steady while the corporal laid in the remaining eleven 

cuts. 

Johnstone stuck his thumbs in the waistband of the tight 

white shorts and tugged them down to his feet. Then, not 

looking to left or right he swiftly dived across the back of 

the horse. It could have been tailor made for him. A fit young 

man of six feet easily fitted across the horse and with his feet 

planted firmly on the ground on one side he was able to 

stretch over the horse’s back and grab hold of the rope 

handles on the side that were used for carrying the PE 

equipment. 

The corporal had a grudging admiration for the boy, 

who seemed ready to take his punishment without fuss. The 

corporal had never birched anyone before but had been 

advised that the pain from such a punishment could be less 

than that from a traditional caning and therefore he must 

ensure he lashed the birch rods into the proffered fleshy 

buttocks at considerable force. 
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He withdrew the birch rod from the aluminium bucket 

and the sound of wood against metal echoed around the 

gymnasium, making Johnstone crane his neck to see what 

was going on behind him. 

 

 
         The birches soaked in a bucket 

 

“Face the front lad,” ordered the leader of the 

punishment detail and then after a pause. “Let the 

punishment commence.” 

The corporal took a moment to take his aim; he admired 

the muscle tone of the lad and his almost completely hairless 

body. Johnstone flexed his buttocks a little in anticipation of 

the agony he expected as the rods struck home, the corporal 
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took a deep breath, lifted the birch, then lashed down the 

first stroke. 

Johnstone gasped and gripped tightly onto the rope 

handles, but other than that he made no reaction. Eight small 

scars immediately formed across the centre of his buttocks. 

Number two hurt the boy even more, but he was 

determined not to show it. He groaned a little, but he was 

still in control of himself. Lash number three was directed to 

the lower part of the cheeks where they met the thighs and 

the pain was excruciating. Johnstone gagged a little and 

vomit rose to his throat but he managed to swallow it down 

and he hoped no one in the punishment detail had noticed. 

Sweat poured from his body, down his half-naked back 

and into the crack between his buttocks. There were dozens 

of lines across his bum, arranged neatly from left to right and 

from the top of the globes where they meet the spine to under 

the curves close to the thighs. Every square inch of his rear 

end was scarred.  

The pain turned to agony and the boy’s face was as 

white as a sheet. The next swipe had him almost tearing the 

ropes from their moorings. He groaned at the agony and 

tears formed in his eyes, but he was not a broken man. 

The corporal, unsure how a boy should react during a 

birching and thinking he might not be whipping the 

nineteen-year-old gunner hard enough, laid the next strokes 

on with renewed vigour. Johnstone wriggled his body from 

left to right, but with the aid of the horse’s handles he 

struggled to remain in position, prostrate across the wooden 

vaulting horse with his bared arse still pointing submissively 

at his punisher. 

By cut number ten, blood was forming as some birch 

strokes landed upon those that had already marked the once 

white and now reddening bottom. Johnstone let out a silent 

cry; it was a wonder that he wasn’t howling the gymnasium 

down. The agony was intense and the pain had travelled 

from his blooded buttocks throughout his whole body. His 
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shoulders ached with the effort of gripping at the rope and 

his finger nails had cut deep trenches in the palms of his 

hands. His head throbbed as his blood pressure went through 

the roof and tried to burst through his ears. But, he refused 

to cry out: he would not give them the satisfaction. 

Then, cut number twelve thrashed into his flesh, 

Johnstone’s head rose and he bit deep into his tongue to stifle 

the yell he so wanted to make. His tongue would be damaged 

and he would have as much trouble speaking over the 

coming days as he would sitting down. 

“Punishment over,” the leader of punishment detail 

intoned and unceremoniously the corporal replaced the birch 

rod in the bucket of brine. 

Johnstone lay across the vaulting horse; a spent man. 

He could barely breathe and was in urgent need of medical 

attention, but the punishment detail being inexperienced in 

birching had not thought to invite a doctor to attend as 

witness. 

“Dismissed.” 

It was a curt instruction; Johnstone fell off the back of 

the horse but managed (just) to stay upright. He took a deep 

gasp, hauled his shorts up to cover his blazing bottom and 

staggered out the door, bouncing off the wall as soon as he 

was through it and out of sight of the others. 

The punishment detail was dismissed and the corporal 

tidied way the horse before picking up the birch rods and the 

bucket. 

He wouldn’t admit it to anyone, but the corporal had a 

grudging admiration for Johnstone and the way he had taken 

his whipping. But the admiration was only grudging. Next 

time, he vowed to himself as he closed and locked the gym 

door, he would whip the brat to death. 

 

 

2. The smiling boy 
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ARCHIE LOUDEN KNEW the boy was trouble from the 

start and it would end in tears. 

It was all the fault of that infatuated vicar. He had a 

scheme to help “deprived youngsters” and against his will 

and his better judgement Archie agreed to let the boy into 

his home. 

He could do your cleaning, laundry, vacuuming and so 

on, the vicar had assured him. It annoyed Archie that the 

vicar thought he was a vulnerable person in need of the 

church’s assistance.  

“This is Dean,” the vicar gushed, clearly smitten by the 

twenty-year-old man with the sparkling hazel eyes and 

dazzling smile he brought to Archie’s house.  

“Deprived?” Archie, thought; a “villain” more like. He 

could smell it on the boy from a mile away. The boy, an 

expert manipulator, had the vicar wrapped around his little 

finger. It was the eyes and the smile that did it. It was a warm 

smile that could melt the iciest of hearts, Dean knew this: he 

had practised it often enough in reform school. The smile 

could sell a lot of toothpaste. 

Archie lived in a large house; he had been alone since 

his divorce twenty years previously. He children were now 

grown up with kids of their own and Archie lived the life of 

a lonely bachelor. 

It was not that he wanted to be alone; in fact, he only 

went to church because of the widow across the street 

attended. Archie was not the least interested in religion and 

he did not need the church’s help in cleaning his house. If he 

did, he would employ a cleaning lady. 

Dean worked hard on his “bubbly personality.” Unlike 

so many youngsters his age, he was completely free of 

tattoos, and kept himself clean and tidy. He had a certain 

working-class character that Archie recognised; he was very 

like the cheeky chappies who used to work at his catering 

business before he sold it off; they always had some scheme 

going on. 
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Right from the start, Dean came on to Archie. A rich 

old bachelor, he thought, ripe for the taking. Archie was no 

fool; he could see that Dean made every excuse to point his 

backside at him while he did the vacuuming and cleaning. 

His jeans were not tight, not even snug, but they fitted him 

well, Archie smiled to himself, Dean was trying a little too 

hard.  

Later one night after dining in an expensive restaurant 

with the widow, Archie thumbed through the banknotes in 

his wallet. Something was not quite right; some money 

appeared to be missing, but he could not be sure. He was not 

a poor man and the money left in his wallet was more than 

enough to pay for the meals. Had he spent the money? Was 

he getting forgetful in his old age? He had been to the 

grocery store, the fishmonger and the greengrocer earlier in 

the day; perhaps he had spent more than he remembered. 

Archie thought no more it until the next visit from 

Dean. Money went missing again. He was almost certain of 

it. After Dean’s third visit, Archie called the vicar. He had 

set a trap for the boy. Archie had counted the money in his 

wallet before Dean arrived and marked each banknote with 

a small cross in pencil just below the Queen’s chin. 

Archie was furious. He confronted the interfering vicar. 

How many times had Dean stolen from people before? Had 

he stolen from poor people who could not afford it? Were 

they going without meals or heating because of this lout?  

“You must search the boy quickly before he spends the 

money,” Archie demanded. 

An hour later the vicar phoned back to confirm what 

Archie already knew: Dean had the marked notes in his 

pocket. 

“I’m calling the police,” Archie said and he meant it. 

He had no sympathy for the boy and this numbskull vicar. 

“Oh no, please don’t do that,” the vicar was almost 

begging. If Archie had thought about it for a moment he 

would realise the vicar was more interested in his own 
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reputation, than the smiling boy. What would people think 

of him allowing criminals into the homes of vulnerable 

people? 

“If not the police, what do you intend to do about it?”  

The vicar had no answer. 

Then Archie had a germ of an idea. Years ago when he 

was about Dean’s age Archie had stolen money from his 

uncle’s wallet. Missing money was discovered, accusations 

made and after many initial denials a confession was 

obtained. 

What happened next stayed with Archie for the rest of 

his life. His uncle had ordered him to strip naked and then to 

lay face down across the dining room table. Then he tied 

Archie’s wrists to the table legs.  

Then a cane was produced and his uncle lashed his bare 

buttocks until they bled. This was not a caning; the sort 

schoolmasters might inflict on misbehaving pupils, this was 

a terrible flogging. 

Archie shuddered at the recollection. Where did his 

bachelor uncle get that cane from?  

He knew he would not be allowed to beat Dean the way 

his uncle had flogged him, but the boy deserved a good 

hiding at the very least. 

When he put the idea to the vicar, Archie was very 

surprised that he did not argue the point. 

“I’ll see what I can do,” the vicar said meekly, before 

putting down the telephone.   

The next day Dean and the vicar stood nervously in the 

living room of Archie’s house. Dean still flashed his 

ingratiating smile, perhaps believing that even at this last 

minute he could still melt Archie’s ice-cold heart. 

But in his own heart Dean knew he had to take a 

spanking. He had a criminal record as long as his arm and if 

the police discovered the number of times he had recently 

stolen from pensioners in their homes he would certainly go 

to prison. 
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Archie had made preparations. He had a utility brush 

with sharp metal bristles that builders had left behind after 

they made repairs to the roof.  It was heavy and large; the 

wooden back would be very effective indeed. 

Archie had never spanked anyone before but he 

reckoned Dean was a big lad and the brush would not hurt 

him enough so he also must be humiliated. Just as his uncle 

had humiliated him more than forty years ago. 

“Strip naked.”  

Dean was not smiling now. 

“But surely Mr. Louden could it not just be on the seat 

of his trousers?” the vicar tried to intervene. 

Archie’s derisive snort put an end to any argument. 

Resigned to his fate, Dean slipped his t-shirt over his 

head; loosened the belt of his jeans and let them fall to his 

feet. Then he kicked off his trainers and jeans. Now he stood 

in just his white socks and green and yellow striped briefs. 

He hesitated and flashed that smile one more time. 

Archie could be an imposing figure when he chose to be and 

one look from him was enough. Dean pulled his socks off 

and then reluctantly put his thumbs in the waistband of his 

pants and tugged them down to his ankles and stepped out 

of them. Archie waited impassively and the vicar hoped no 

one noticed him sneaking admiring glances. 

Dean’s scarlet face spoke volumes. 

“You have nothing I haven’t seen before,” Archie lied. 

When did he ever have the chance to see a young man 

naked?  

The sitting room was huge and easily accommodated an 

expensive leather sofa. It could seat three people and Archie 

plonked himself in the centre. Then with a snap of his fingers 

he ordered Dean to lay face down across his lap.  

The young man complied and within seconds he was 

stretched out on the sofa, his legs resting to one side of 

Archie and his torso and head to the other. His buttocks were 

raised above Archie’s lap. Instinctively, the older man 
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parted his legs a little so Dean’s genitals slipped between 

them to be out of harm’s way during the blistering buttock 

roasting he was about to get. 

Even though he was a novice Archie made an excellent  

job destroying Dean’s arse. The heavy brush made a 

fearsome weapon. Dean was a large boy with expansive 

buttocks. It was difficult for Archie to get a good aim at the 

cheek nearest to him, but it did not stop the effectiveness of 

the spanking. 

The heavy brush was a fearsome weapon 
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After only a few whacks Dean was hollering so loud 

Archie feared his neighbours might call the police to report 

a murder in progress. 

He stopped long enough to ask the vicar for a 

handkerchief – which he then stuffed in Dean’s mouth. 

Archie pounded the brush into Dean’s arse. The young 

man struggled with all his might to break free and lifted his 

body off the sofa and flailed his legs about. It was like he 

was trying to swim away, even though Archie had him 

pinned down across the waist. 

“Hold his shoulders down,” it was a curt command to 

the vicar. He took hold of Dean’s naked shoulders and held 

on tightly hoping that the boy would not see the bulge in the 

front of his trousers. Not that Dean had much chance to; his 

face was now buried deep into the seat cushion. 

The thrashing went on and on. Every part of the 

buttocks and the tops of the thighs were covered in bruises, 

which soon seeped blood. Dean’s face was puce and with 

the handkerchief in his mouth and his face pressed into the 

cushion, he struggled to catch his breath.  

But still Archie spanked on. He was in complete 

control. This was not a frenzied attack, but coolly calculated, 

just as Dean’s thieving had been. His bawling and sobbing 

became emotionally unrestrained screaming and wailing – 

like a ten-year-old. The boy’s tears flowed and the sobs grew 

louder and louder, and higher-pitched as he trembled with 

each new swat. 

Eventually it was over and with contempt Archie 

pushed the young thief off his lap and onto the floor where 

Dean laid, his naked body jerking like a goldfish out of 

water.  

The vicar fearing he might be dying took the hanky out 

of his mouth and fondly wiped Dean’s tear-and-snot-stained 

face. 

Archie looked on. The boy was a pitiful sight and for a 

second, but only a second, he felt remorse for him, but he 
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quickly checked himself. Dean deserved all he got. The 

flogging Archie had received from his uncle ensured he 

never stole again. Perhaps someone should have done this to 

Dean a long time ago. 

Dean was still face down on the carpet, unable to move. 

Unbidden, the vicar went into the kitchen where Archie 

could hear the sound of water running. The vicar returned 

with a bowl of warm water and a tea towel and tenderly 

washed Dean’s bloodied buttocks. The vicar’s groin was 

throbbing almost as much as the boy’s backside. 

Eventually, Dean was able to haul himself to his feet 

and in intense agony with the help of the vicar he managed 

to dress.  

No words were exchanged between Archie and the boy 

or the vicar. Once they had left, Archie, his hands trembling, 

poured a glass of whisky.  

He never saw Dean or the vicar again.  

 

 

3. A maintenance spanking 

 

I AM SITTING at home waiting for Theo to arrive. He visits 

me on the last Friday of every month and is never late. He 

comes for what he calls his “maintenance spanking.” 

Theo, I don’t know if that’s his real name, is twenty 

years old. He’s one of the bosses at a double-glazing firm. A 

‘boss’ at twenty, how can anyone be a ‘boss’ at that age? 

Theo has problems with his behaviour and he relies on 

me to help him sort them out. 

 

@ 

 

I first heard about Mr. Tucker on the Internet. He has a 

website and offers corporal punishment services. He has one 

of the rooms at his house decked out like a headmaster’s 
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study. Adult schoolboys pretend they have been naughty and 

get six-of-the-best or whatever for their pains. 

I don’t have to pretend to be a bad boy, I am. The people 

who visit the headmasters’ study want to be punished. It 

turns them on, I suppose. But, not me: I hate being punished 

by Mr. Tucker; it’s humiliating and terribly painful. Even an 

over-the-knee bare-bottomed spanking is too much for me. 

But, I need it. It does me good and helps me to be a better 

person. 

I had wanted corporal punishment therapy. I’d read 

about it online. They have it in America, where you visit a 

counsellor and discuss where your life is going wrong. For 

some people it can be reasonably simple like trying to give 

up smoking or drink. You set objectives with the counsellor 

and if you fail to meet them you get spanked. This goes on 

until the fear of being walloped motivates you to meet your 

objectives. 

Mr. Tucker is not my counsellor, he isn’t qualified for 

that, but until I find someone who is he serves as my 

motivator. 

 

@ 

 

Theo isn’t like my other visitors; you never know what 

you are going to be asked to do when he is here. The others 

are quite straightforward. You just set up a reason why they 

should be caned: “Smoking again Thompson” … “Three 

detentions Wilkins” … that sort of thing. Many of them 

dress up as schoolboys in full uniform with short trousers. 

Does it take them back to their childhoods? I don’t know. 

Most of them are middle aged and older: quite a number are 

retired gentlemen. 

Theo comes in and tells me all the bad things he has 

done since the last visit. Then it’s my job to assess what his 

punishment should be and deliver it accordingly. Last time, 

he had been disrespectful to his mother (that’s on the list 
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most months) and he had lost his temper with some of the 

people at work (also a regular occurrence).  

For Theo, that was a mild month, so I decided a less 

severe punishment was called for. I believe that if boys give 

their mothers a hard time it is the duty of father to take them 

across their knee for a bare-bottomed spanking. 

So, that’s what I did. Boys hate being spanked, which 

is why it’s so effective.  

I also believe a spanking should be delivered without 

any great ceremony. Putting a boy over your knee leaves him 

in no doubt about who’s in charge. Consider what thoughts 

race through the young man’s mind as he is ignominiously 

guided, bottom up, across the knee. He knows that he is 

being treated like a naughty child. He knows that his bottom 

will be bared and that he will be dissolving in tears like any 

ill-disciplined child.  

I sat down in a straight-backed wooden chair and pulled 

Theo before me and unfastened his trousers which 

immediately fell off his hips down to his feet. He was 

panicking and nervous, fully realizing what I intended to do, 

and not liking the idea one little bit. I quickly pulled his 

boxer shorts down to his knees.  

Without pausing, I took hold of Theo’s right arm and 

upper back and firmly pulled him forward and downward, 

dragging him across my lap so that he was practically 

kissing the carpet. 

I am masterful with the hairbrush and bounced it all 

over Theo’s buttocks, upper thighs, and the sensitive sit 

spots. Of course, he kicked out his legs trying to escape the 

stinging spanks. He twisted and turned all over my knees, 

but I held him tight with my arm wrapped around his middle. 

After more than fifty whacks, his red, tear-soaked face 

registered a look of total dread, desperation, and pain, but I 

carried on spanking. He thrust out with each whack of the 

brush on his red-raw buttocks. He wailed for mercy and his 
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bawling and sobbing turned to screams. The tears flowed 

and sobs grew louder and louder, and higher-pitched.  

I continued the punishment with Theo squirming and 

wriggling around on my lap, his bottom dancing and 

bucking around, his legs kicking out. It was not long before 

he was pleading and apologizing for his misbehaviour. 

Finally, I stopped spanking, and Theo laid sobbing and 

heaving convulsively across my knee for several minutes 

before I released him and sent him on his way. 

 

@ 

 

I am walking up the street where Mr. Tucker lives. It’s 

just an ordinary street of quite run-down terraces; nobody 

would suspect what goes on behind the curtains of No. 128. 

My heart is beating fast as I approach the door. I know I have 

been particularly bad this month and am in for the hiding of 

my life. 

 

@ 

 

The doorbell rings. Theo is here: 6.30 on the dot. At 

least poor time-keeping isn’t one of his problems. 

I open the door to see a pleasant looking young man, 

dressed in an immaculate city-style blue stripped suit. His 

shirt is pale blue with a gaily-patterned tie, tightly knotted. 

He looks every inch the young businessman, which, after all, 

is what he is. 

There are no preliminaries when Theo visits. 

“Go wait outside my study.” 

Even though he is not a schoolboy, I treat him as if he 

is. It’s the only way I know how. He stands in the hallway, 

waiting for me to make my next move.  

I open the study door and he follows me in. It’s a small 

room, it is meant to be a living room or lounge, but I have 

converted it. There is room enough for a desk, some wooden 
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chairs and bookshelves. There is an armchair that is the 

centrepiece of the room. In the corner by the window is a hat 

stand. There are no hats; only six or seven canes of assorted 

lengths and thickness. I keep other punishment implements; 

a slipper, taws, hairbrush in the drawer of the desk. 

Theo stands on the worn rug in front of the desk and I 

take the chair behind it. The routine of these visits is that he 

begins by recounting to me his misdeeds of the month. It is 

a familiar list: the impertinence to mother, impatience and 

anger to work colleagues, temper tantrums. But, this month 

there are worse crimes to confess. And, I do mean ‘crimes.’ 

He has been drinking too much which is not unusual for 

men of his age, but worse than that he has been driving under 

the influence. Not once, but three times. Once, he was so 

drunk he hit the curb of the road and punctured a tyre. Being 

too drunk to think clearly, he proceeded to drive home 

anyway, thereby buckling the wheel. 

I was genuinely angry when he told me this. Drink-

driving is dangerous not only to the driver and passengers 

but also to other entirely innocent road users and 

pedestrians. I knew from my days as a hospital porter the 

deaths and injuries drunks caused. 

Theo was clearly distressed when he recounted this. He 

was genuinely upset and ashamed of his actions. Remorse is 

welcome, but it is not enough. There must also be 

punishment and in this case it must be exemplary.  

I wished I had been informed in advance of Theo’s 

crimes so I could prepare a birch. He deserved the severest 

kind of punishment possible. In this case I would not hesitate 

to rip his bare buttocks to pieces. I didn’t care if he was 

unable to sit for a month. It would, at least stop him driving 

his car. 

But with no birch available, it would have to be a cane. 

I have a wide selection from a small reed-like nursery cane 

that I sometimes use across the palm of the hand through to 
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Malacca rods that are whippy, but dense, and pack a punch 

to suit even the most hardened masochist. 

So, the Malacca it would have to be. I gave Theo a short 

lecture about the foolishness of his behaviour. I didn’t say 

much, I’m not a psychiatrist; I couldn’t help him with 

whatever his underlying problem was. I’m a ‘master.’ My 

job is to beat the living daylights out of him and that was 

what I intended to do. 

Theo’s face was pale and his eyes moistened as he told 

me of his drunken antics. He was genuinely upset by his 

actions and – I knew from experience – dreading what I was 

going to do to him. 

I did not immediately pronounce sentence.  

“Hang your jacket on the door.” 

I picked out a cane from the hat stand and swished it 

through the air a couple of times and then held the two ends 

and flexed it gently testing it for whippiness. It curved nicely 

in my hands.  

Theo turned to face me once again, eyeing with dread 

both the cane in my hands and the armchair. 

“Theo when I cane I make sure it hurts. There is no 

point in giving you a beating if it doesn’t. I won’t lie to you, 

your backside will be on fire and you will be sore for a few 

days. The marks will last about two weeks but you will live. 

You will not return for another beating and will learn from 

this experience.” 

He mumbled something that I couldn’t quite hear and 

before I even ordered him to take down his trousers and 

underpants, tears were trickling down his face. 

 

@ 

 

Mr. Tucker stood flexing his cane thoughtfully between 

his hands as I began to unbuckle my belt. I unzipped and let 

my trousers fall to my ankles. Putting my fingers in the waist 
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band, I peeled my underpants down letting them fall on top 

of my trousers. 

Mr. Tucker swished the cane through the air. If his 

intention was to intimidate me, he had succeeded. 

“Bend over the chair,” he touched the top of the 

armchair with the cane for emphasis. 

In terror, I bent forward; my bottom, a little wobbly 

when I was standing, tightened into a smooth curve. My bare 

buttocks were presented submissively over the back of the 

armchair, my trousers and underpants bunched around my 

ankles. 

“Head nice and low please Theo.” 

My thigh muscles and bottom tensed as I stretched my 

arms out grasping the armchair’s cushion at the front. I felt 

Mr. Tucker lift my shirt from my backside, exposing me, 

The marks will last about two weeks 
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both to his eyes and to the air of the room. My body was 

naked from the middle of my back to my ankles. This made 

me shiver slightly; not with cold so much as fearful 

anticipation.  

“Keep very still, boy and push your head right down 

into the cushion.” 

I pushed myself further down into the chair, raising my 

bottom well up for the cane. 

“Don’t forget, Theo, don’t move around too much or 

you will get extra strokes.” 

“Yes, Sir,” my reply was muffled as my head was 

buried in the chair cushion. 

Seconds seem to pass. I was feeling very vulnerable as 

I imagined him eying up his target and I fidgeted my legs. 

Suddenly there was an enormous noise. The sound of the 

cane landing on my backside echoed around the empty 

room. I hardly had time to recover from the shock when 

there was another crack which this time was immediately 

followed by an intense burning pain. I held my breath as the 

next stroke landed causing the pain to increase in a sickening 

wave. 

Number four stuck and I let out a whine. Mr. Tucker 

continued, determined to make me pay for my drunkenness. 

Three more strokes landed each one lower than the previous, 

yet all in a one-inch band on the lower half of my bum.  

As the next stroke cracked across my poor sore seat I 

let out a roar, any restraint I may have had was gone. I could 

no longer see the chair for the tears filling my eyes. 

I closed my eyes and gritted my teeth and hung on to 

the chair. I was aware of nothing except the pain burning 

like a furnace in my bottom. 

Raising his arm high Mr. Tucker brought the cane down 

with a full swing, landing in the middle of my bottom. I cried 

out and tossed my head, swaying for a few moments. 

The next three strokes seemed to merge together. I was 

concentrating on staying bent over, in so much pain, and 
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trying without success to stop the tears that were by now 

flowing down my cheeks. 

I desperately wanted to but I did not stand up. Instead I 

remained bent over the caning chair offering my bottom for 

the next stroke. I was completely at the mercy of Mr. Tucker, 

who could make each stroke as severe as he wished and I 

would have to accept it and then wait for the next. 

He swished in yet another stroke across the very centre 

of my bottom. Though I still stayed over the chair, my feet 

beat a frenzied dance, and my hips twisted and squirmed. I 

resolved never to drink and drive again. 

The caning seemed to go on forever, but finally I heard 

Mr. Tucker walk over to the hat stand and replace the cane. 

I felt a terrific sense of relief that it was over but I remained 

across the chair, breathing heavily and in great distress.  

Mr. Tucker gave me time to recover a little. “It’s over. 

You can get up now. I think you have learned your lesson, 

haven’t you?” 

I slowly pushed myself back on my elbows as I got 

unsteadily up. My legs felt weak and I had to lean on the 

desk before I really got my balance. Tentatively at first, I 

touched then carefully clasped my raw buttocks and began 

kneading them, as though I could somehow squeeze the pain 

out.  

Slowly, painfully, I pulled up my underpants and 

trousers. I was more or less in control of my feelings now, 

and was massaging my injured rump as vigorously as I 

could, still trying to rub away the pain. 

Mr. Tucker slipped his arm around my shoulder for an 

instant, before propelling me towards the door, and out into 

the hallway. My eyes were still wet and blurry, but I found 

my way to the toilet where I stayed for a few minutes until 

I’d regained some composure. I cried a bit more; my bum 

was throbbing madly and the pain was killing me.  
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I limped out of the house and walked through the streets 

in a trance. I walked three miles home that night, knowing 

that I would not be able to sit down if I caught a cab.  

 

 

4. Smoking at home 

 

BERNIE CAME IN from work unexpectedly early to find 

Jeff in the lounge in his school uniform brazenly smoking a 

cigarette and reading a sports magazine. 

“What the Hell!” Jeff hadn’t heard him come in and was 

alarmed to see Bernie framed in the doorway, his face 

contorted with fury. Jeff looked at his burning cigarette as if 

seeing it only for the first time and hurriedly dunked it out 

in his coffee mug. If he had thought he had stubbed it out 

before Bernie could see it, he was to be very sorely mistaken. 

“What have I told you about smoking, young man?” 

There was no answer from Jeff. 

“Smoking will kill you; you of all people should know 

that.” 

Jeff picked up the magazine and started thumbing 

through the pages, intent on ignoring Bernie. 

“Well young man what did I say about smoking?” 

“Oh man,” Jeff said sullenly, and said no more, hoping 

that he would just go away. 

“What did I say? Put that magazine down,” Bernie was 

losing what little temper he still had. 

Jeff slammed the magazine on the couch, “I’m old 

enough to smoke.” 

“Not in my house, young man,” Bernie retorted, 

seething at the boy. “There are rules; we discussed them, you 

agreed.” 

“I didn’t agree; you made me agree, it isn’t the same 

thing.” 

Bernie’s face was pale; he didn’t like this attitude one 

little bit. The snot-nosed brat needed teaching a lesson. 
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“They are the rules, young man, if you don’t like them 

you can move out.” Of course, Jeff wasn’t about to do that, 

even though he knew he hated some of Bernie’s rules and 

the penalties for breaking them were always intensely 

painful. 

“What did I say would happen if I ever caught you 

smoking again?” Jeff knew the answer very well, but he was 

in a sullen mood and decided to give him the silent 

treatment. 

Bernie strode across the room to the couch and loomed 

over Jeff, menacingly. He poked his finger in his face to 

emphasise every word, “What did I say would happen, 

young man, if I ever caught you smoking again?”  

Jeff broke, “An ass whipping.” 

“What about it?” Bernie was still stabbing the finger. 

“You said you’d give me an ass whipping if I smoked 

again.” 

“Yes, young man, and that’s just what I’m going to do. 

Stand up!” 

Jeff did as he was told, it didn’t matter how much he 

protested; he knew he was going to get it. Bernie always 

carried through on his threats of spankings and the young 

man had known the moment he was caught that he was going 

to get his butt blistered. 

“Go upstairs and fetch a cane and be quick about it, 

young man.” 

“The cane? You’re joking.” 

“Do I look like I’m joking? Go quickly, or I’ll give you 

extra strokes.” 

Jeff knew exactly what this meant and without further 

complaint he went to the bedroom. 

In the closet he moved the outdoor coats along the rail 

so he could get at the three canes hidden behind them. There 

were old-fashioned rattan canes hanging by their curved 

handles. They were of different lengths and thicknesses and 

Jeff knew that he had to pick one for Bernie to use to beat 
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his backside. His choice would determine how many strokes 

Bernie gave him and how many layers of clothing (if any) 

he would be allowed to keep on. 

He went with caution and chose the cane in the middle: 

not too thick and not too thin. Bernie took the cane from Jeff 

eagerly and immediately swished it through the air to test its 

suppleness. He loved these canes; he had bought them on e-

Bay from England (where they used to use these things in 

their schools) with the express intentions of applying them 

to Jeff’s backside when the need arose. 

It took some practice to use the cane effectively; it was 

easy to aim a paddle, a brush, or even a strap, at close range, 

but with a cane you had to stand three or four feet away (a 

cane’s length) and whip it into the boy’s backside and it was 

harder to get it right than you might imagine. The first time 

he used one of the whippy rattans on Jeff he had made quite 

a mess of it and felt the punishment had not been as intense 

as he intended. 

Jeff stood watching, eyes glued on the cane as it 

whipped through the air; he knew it looked frightening, but 

his own experience of its lack of power left him unconcerned 

about the punishment he was about to receive. 

What Jeff didn’t know was Bernie had been practising 

his swing on cushions draped over the couch and he 

expected to be able to deliver a much more effective 

thrashing this time. 

After one last swish, Bernie pointed to the back of the 

couch, “Stand there, young man.” Jeff moved about two 

yards from the back of the couch. 

“Closer.” He shuffled a foot or so forward. “Drop those 

short pants, young man.” Jeff had hoped he might be 

allowed to keep this grey school shorts on, but after the 

fiasco of his first ineffective caning, he wouldn’t be 

surprised if Jeff insisted he take this one on the bare. 

Another tap with the cane on the couch, “Bend over, 

young man.” 
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Jeff breathed heavily, rubbed his hands together, and 

without further hesitation, bent over as instructed, 

presenting his tighty-whitey-covered ass submissively for 

the lash of Bernie’s cane. 

He took up a position about three feet to Jeff’s left and 

tapped the cane gently into the stretched buttocks. Sure, that 

he had his aim; he bent his own knees slightly then raised 

the cane high and brought it down across the centre of the 

underpants. 

Perfect.  

Jeff let out a whimper as the rattan bit across both 

buttocks equally. Hell, this was going to be so much more 

painful than last time. 

The second stroke landed just below the first and Jeff 

gasped and tears came into his eyes. The sting in his 

backside was intense and burned deep into the flesh. 

Looking over the back of the couch Bernie could see 

that Jeff’s normally handsome face was contorted in agony. 

He was pleased with himself. He had got it just right.  

There was a loud crack as the cane met the cotton 

underpants, followed by a genuine howl.  

Jeff had been spanked many times before, and some of 

them had left him in agony, but he could not be sure he could 

take this traditional English schoolboy beating. And, worse 

still, he didn’t know how long it would go on; Bernie had 

not announced how many strokes he was going to deliver. 

Jeff held his fists so tightly as slash number four hit 

home that his fingernails cut into his palms. He could no 

longer control the tears. 

The final two came very quickly they were extremely 

hard and Bernie targeted each one at the area of the buttocks 

where Jeff would have to sit on later.  

“That’s it, young man. That’s what the English call six-

of-the-best. Stand up.” Jeff’s buttocks felt as though 

someone had sliced them open and set them on fire. He leapt 

up and clamped his hands on his butt-cheeks, hopping from  
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one foot to the other, rather like he did when dancing at a 

club. Tears were flowing freely down his cheeks and he was 

in considerable distress.                

Bernie tucked the cane under his arm, sergeant-major 

style, “Will you be smoking again, young man?” 

Jeff shook his head and choked by tears, whispered, 

“No, Sir.” 

He had bought the canes on e-Bay 
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“Good, because if I catch you again, you will be over 

that couch again, but next time it will be twelve strokes. On 

the bare. Do you understand young man?” 

Jeff understood only too well, “Yes, Sir.” 

“Alright go upstairs and calm down.” 

Jeff hurried from the room and Bernie heard him rush 

up the stairs and the bedroom door closing behind him. 

He supposed he would now be face down on the bed, 

rubbing his ass and weeping his eyes out. He would give him 

ten minutes and then go to join him. They still had ninety 

minutes before Jeff had to be at work. 

 

 

5. The churchyard 

 

WHEN THE VICAR spanked me on my bare bottom I don’t 

know who enjoyed it more, me or him. 

My friend Lenny and I were in our early twenties and 

secretly used his churchyard for our couplings. I don’t know 

if we were in “love” or it was simply “lust”, but our 

relationship gave both of us great comfort in an otherwise 

unkind world. 

The church was secluded behind locked gates at night 

and people from the town kept well away after dark. There 

was a well-believed story that the churchyard was haunted 

and that its statue of King some-one-or-other had been 

known to walk at night. 

We thought we were safe, as we’d used the churchyard 

before without trouble. But, one day our luck ran out. 

It was autumn and we climbed the fence at eight o’clock 

and ran through the shadows to a spot we by now considered 

our own. We didn’t waste time and were soon locked in each 

other’s arms and kissing passionately as a prelude to 

removing our clothes for love-making.  

We had never been disturbed before and had become 

too complacent. That was our downfall. We never saw him 
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until it was too late; he was upon us before we had a chance 

to run. 

“What the …. Who are you? What are you doing?” It 

was a vicar scowling over us. He knew very well what we 

were doing, but, I suppose, he was genuinely at a loss for 

words. 

I don’t have the words to describe the fear we felt. It 

happened such a long time ago. It was in the Dark Ages, 

when people like us were not called “homosexuals” or 

“gays”; we were “queers” and “perverts” and if our true 

nature was discovered we would lose our jobs, our families 

and our friends. We could even be sent to prison. 

I suppose the vicar knew this and that’s why he took 

advantage. 

He blocked our escape route, towering above the two of 

us standing at 6ft 2in and weighing nearly sixteen stone he 

was not someone to trifle with. He was big bear of a man, 

much older than us, with grey hair and a grey beard, but 

physically fit and imposing. 

I had never seen the vicar in my life, but it was clear he 

knew Lenny. He called him words like “disgusting”, 

“filthy”, “sordid”, “revolting” and “repulsive”, as if he had 

swallowed a thesaurus. 

I knew that even if we did try to make a run for it there 

was no escape: the vicar would be able to track us down and 

bring the full force of the unjust law down on our trembling 

bodies. 

He pulled both of us by our shirt collars and dragged us 

into his vicarage that was tucked away behind the church. I 

was startled; I had never realised he lived in the churchyard 

and could have discovered us on any one of the many times 

we had made love there. 

His strength was so great I had no option but to submit 

to his will and scurry behind him. 

He deposited us in a huge room that was a cross 

between a library, a study and a living room.  Menacingly, 
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he turned the key in the door, removed it and theatrically put 

it in his trouser pocket. He was telling us we were his 

prisoners. 

“Stand there, both of you.” He pointed to a patterned 

rug in front of a large desk. He sat down behind it and I 

swear addressed us like we were naughty children. I didn’t 

realise it immediately, but that was precisely what he 

thought we were and he was going to treat us accordingly. 

He thundered at us some more calling us “repellent”, 

“sickening”, “nauseating”, “horrendous” and “awful” and 

other words that he had forgotten earlier. In my state of 

terror, I didn’t see that this rage was faked. He was “putting 

on the style”, the way vicars do when they’re giving the 

brimstone and hellfire stuff on a Sunday. He didn’t really 

believe in any of it. 

Then out of nowhere he told us, “What you need is a 

nice warm whipping.” And, it was clear from the self-

righteous look on his face that this time he did mean it. 

“You need to have the evil thrashed out of you,” he 

continued. Then he fumed some more. He must have been 

quite a literary gent because in the next few sentences he 

managed to get in “spank”, “whack”, “tan” and “slap”. If I 

hadn’t been so petrified of him and the situation I was in, I 

would have seen him to be the sanctimonious pervert that he 

really was.  

Eventually, he regained a semblance of composure and 

pronounced the predictable: he was going to spank us. There 

was no negotiation, but it was immediately clear that if we 

took our punishment that would be the end of the matter; no 

police, no prison, no hurtful revelations to our employers, 

family and friends. The vicar’s power over us was total. 

After all his fulminations I expected at the very least he 

intended to flog us until the skin peeled off our backs and 

was genuinely astonished when he picked up a bedroom 

slipper from near the fireplace and announced he was going 

to spank us with that. 
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So, it was almost with a sense of relief and joy that we 

went through our preparations to satisfy our jailer. 

The vicar turned a large armless chair away from a 

dining table so it faced inwards to the room. He sat down, 

took some time to make himself comfortable, spread his 

huge legs wide, and pronounced, “Larry, take down your 

trousers and underpants and bend over my knee.” 

Larry and I exchanged glances. We knew we were 

cornered and had no choice but to submit to this pervert. If 

we were obedient and allowed him his pleasure, we would 

be free to leave. If we did not, our lives would be totally 

ruined. 

Faking nonchalance, Larry took off his pullover to gain 

access to the braces that were holding up his trousers, then 

released them over his shoulders. They did not fit well at the 

waist and of their own accord his trousers slipped over his 

hips down his thighs towards his knees. I could see the look 

in his eyes was meant to convey to the vicar Larry’s utter 

contempt for him. 

The vicar didn’t care. He was enjoying this too much. 

He screwed the bedroom slipper in his fist as he scrutinised 

my friend, “Underwear down. Now!” 

With distain Larry undid his drawers, revealing his 

uncut penis to the vicar, who studied it closely. He couldn’t 

help himself; he had never seen anything like it before. He 

was sweating a little when he instructed Larry, “Come bend 

across my knee.” He patted his thigh to encourage my friend, 

whose contempt for the vicar couldn’t have been greater. 

Larry moved forward, put his hands on the vicar’s 

knees and slowly lowered himself down. He was a small 

boy, we all were in those days; it was poor diet mostly. The 

tininess of Larry’s body contrasted with the ample frame of 

the vicar. Larry was so small neither his hands nor his feet 

reached the ground; his pert bottom rested over the thick 

knees of his punisher.  
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The vicar wrapped his arm around Larry’s middle and 

lifted him up, moving him further forward so that his bottom 

was positioned even higher to receive the attention of his 

slipper. He pinned Larry’s feet down with his own right leg 

and restrained his back with his left arm. The boy could not 

move and was entirely at the mercy of the vicar. 

He might have been twenty-one or twenty-two at the 

time, I can’t remember exactly, but in this situation, Larry 

looked just like a small boy about to be punished by an adult. 

He could have been eight years old. 

Content that his victim could not escape; the vicar lifted  

the slipper towards the ceiling and brought it crashing down  

across the centre of Larry’s buttocks with such force a bright 

red mark immediately appeared and the young man gasped 

in shock.  

Several more blows rained down in rapid succession, 

echoing around the room like the rattle of machine gun fire. 

Larry tried to wriggle free, but the vicar seemed to be an 

He brought the slipper crashing down 
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expert spanker; he was in absolute control of the situation. 

He was going to spank Larry as hard and for as long as he 

wished and there was nothing the boy could do about it. 

The slipper spanked into Larry’s buttocks, covering 

every part of his tight flesh, from the base of the spine 

through the fleshiest part of the globes to the sit-spot where 

the bum and the thighs meet. Sadistically, the vicar also 

smacked down his slipper onto the thighs themselves, 

causing, if Larry’s reaction was anything to go by, intense 

pain. 

I watched from a distance unable to help my friend, 

conscious of the agony he was suffering, but also aware of 

the strange feelings in my loins. I was sure I wasn’t turned 

on by the pain he was suffering, but there was something 

about his submissiveness that made my pulse race. 

I knew that Larry would not want to give his tormentor 

the satisfaction of knowing he was hurting him, but after 

what must have been one hundred or more spanks, his 

resolve was broken. His cries were hardly audible at first, 

but they became louder as the whacking intensified, until he 

was openly weeping as each successive slap of the slipper 

fell on his raw bottom, opening up new waves of pain. 

Eventually, after who knows how much time, even this 

heartless vicar had satisfied himself. He stopped spanking, 

but held Larry trapped across his knees, while with the palm 

of his hand he gently patted the scorching buttocks. 

“My, look how pink your bottom is,” and rubbing 

gently some more, “And how hot it is.”  

Larry’s humiliation now total, the vicar released his 

grip and my friend jumped up, hopping from one foot to the 

other, rubbing at his scorched flesh while performing a kind 

of dance. 

It was soon to be my turn to go over the vicar’s knees. 

My heart beat quickened with excitement and my mouth was 

drying up. I took deep breaths to calm my nerves. I knew 
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this was going to be extremely painful and humiliating, but 

I wanted it to happen so much. 

The vicar beckoned me across his knees and meekly I 

offered him my bared bottom. If I could have done so, I 

would have happily stripped myself totally naked: no better; 

I would have allowed the vicar to do it for me, before 

throwing myself across his legs in complete submission to 

his slipper. 

The vicar pinned me down in exactly the same way he 

had Larry. Somehow, my realisation that this strong older 

man was mastering me made me feel secure. I can’t explain 

it. I knew by now that he was exploiting me to satisfy his 

own desires, but I didn’t care. I needed someone like the 

vicar to control me; to bring out that side of my nature that 

craved to be dominated.   

He slippered me for as long and as hard as he had Larry, 

leaving my backside blistered. It would throb for hours after 

the spanking had finished. But, I still needed more.  

I never met the vicar again. Larry and I steered clear of 

the churchyard and a few months later, he joined the army 

and I never saw him again. But, I still think about that night 

a lot. How it ignited appetites in me that I never knew 

existed. But, those passions could never be gratified; how 

could they, we lived our entire lives in the darkness.   

 

 

6. The boy at the photocopier 

 

I SAW HIM only once at the photocopier and I could never 

get him out of my mind again. 

I was working on some report or other and casually 

looked up from my desk. He was at the other end of the 

open-plan office copying documents. 

I only saw him from the back. It was the hottest summer 

on record and he wore the shortest of shorts, so short they 

were not much bigger than the briefs he had on underneath. 
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Straps from the back passed over his shoulders and fastened 

at the front, tugging the cloth so tight they fitted like a 

second skin and highlighted the contours of his buttocks. 

His hips were slender and his back straight. I remember 

his blue-and-white hooped T-shirt was tucked into his 

shorts. 

I probably stared open mouthed. I hope not, I wouldn’t 

want my work colleagues to know my secret. 

He took a minute or so to finish his work and walked 

away. I never saw him again. 

That night, I dreamed of him. He was naked and bent 

submissively across my knee. With my left hand I ruffled his 

hair, to let him know I loved him.  

My fingertips caressed his back as I followed his spine 

from his neck to the hairless crack in his buttocks. My right 

palm hovered above each cheek, and then with a circling 

motion, massaged them gently. His was breathing easily; he 

was ready for what I was about to give him. I raised my right 

hand to shoulder height and brought it down with a hearty 

He wore the shortest of shorts, no bigger than briefs 
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SMACK! into his right buttock. He felt it, it smarted, and his 

bottom started to glow. I smacked him twelve times, slowly, 

so that his creamy white bottom turned to bright, bright red.  

I have visualized him in school uniform, bending over, 

touching toes, as I smack a gym shoe into the seat of his 

stretched grey Terylene trousers. I’ve had him across my 

knee as a soccer player as I spank him on the shorts (in the 

days when they still were “shorts”). A favourite is him 

dressed only in swimming trunks, he has been in the sea 

beyond the danger-line and I whack him (for his own good, 

of course) on his soaking wet bare arse. 

But my favourite is the boy in those tight shorts bent 

submissively across the photocopier for me to thrash him 

with a traditional whippy crook-handle rattan school cane. 

It was thirty-five years ago and I don’t think a single 

month has gone by since that I haven’t thought about him. 

Young man, I don’t know your name and I never even 

saw your face, but may I thank you from the bottom of my 

heart for all the innocent pleasure you have given me for the 

best part of my life. 

 

 

7. Footballer’s judicial caning 

 

“ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS fine; two hundred and fifty 

dollars to be paid in damages and four lashes of the cane on 

the bare buttocks. Take him away. Next case.” 

The twenty-eight-year-old footballer bitterly resented 

being in this God-forsaken African country. Tony Jeffries 

was an important name in European soccer and starred in a 

top club, but he was still forced to tour the world to these 

backwaters, just because the club wanted to extend its brand 

across the globe. 

Now, he was to get a different kind of brand across his 

own globes. 
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It had all happened so quickly. Last night he and some 

of the backroom boys at the club escaped their hotel to see a 

bit of night life. That was a big mistake, the town was a 

dump and there was nothing to do. They did find a rundown 

bar and had a few drinks, but nothing too much. Then some 

locals recognised who he was and muscled in. They would 

not leave him alone, words were exchanged, punches flew, 

tables got overturned, glasses were smashed, the police were 

called, and he ended up in the magistrates’ court. 

The charges were violent conduct, criminal damage and 

causing a disturbance. And, for that, in this country you got 

your arse caned. Judicial corporal punishment was normal 

here, the law said men up to the age of forty could be lashed 

and courts routinely sentenced criminals to the cane. 

Jeffries had to sit through two others cases before his 

own was heard. In the first a twenty-eight-year-old man got 

a fine and three lashes on the bare buttocks for stealing 

peanuts from a store. In the second, a man got five cuts for 

trying to snog a woman who did not welcome his advances. 

Corporal punishment was a relic from colonial days 

when the ruling power used the cane liberally against the 

natives. They treated the locals as if they were children, no 

matter how old they really were, and believed that 

administering “spankings” was the way to get them to do as 

they were told. 

Today, people believed corporal punishment was a 

good method of controlling the population and a sentence of 

lashing was cheaper than sending people to prison. 

So, that’s how Jeffries came to be waiting his turn for a 

visit to the flogging room at the court. He had spent the night 

in a police cell, but he couldn’t complain. He was given a 

chance to call his club who contacted a lawyer and his 

country’s embassy and got the same response: Jeffries was 

guilty (he admitted that) and he had to take a whipping. It 

was the law and that was all that could be said about it. 
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A doctor had examined Jeffries to ensure he was fit to 

be whipped. All he did was to put a stethoscope to his chest 

to test his heart and, of course, Jeffries was fit; he was a 

world-class athlete, after all. 

At one time the beatings were held in the police 

station’s examination room, but they were later transferred 

to the present room when it was found that the police station 

ceiling was too low to permit a full swing of the cane. 

In the flogging room there were five adults. Two 

policemen held Jeffries bent over a table, and his trousers 

were pulled down.  

A third policeman flogged him on his naked buttocks.  

So great was the pain caused by the chastisement that a 

handkerchief was stuffed into his mouth to prevent those 

present hearing his piteous cries. It might also stop him 

biting off his tongue. 

The policeman threw himself into a striking attitude. 

This was to be no child’s play.  

The chief officer called, “One!” His colleague raised 

the cane and smashed it down on the bare buttocks of the 

prisoner. 

The first stroke had been a sort of overhead and 

downward cut.  

The policeman was in no hurry. The second hand of the 

chief officer’s watch crawled. The punishment must not be 

hurried. After five seconds that seem like an age, he called, 

“Two!” 

This second one - whew! -  swish! It came underhand 

and upwards, shattering the bruised flesh. 

The doctor took note of Jeffries’s face. It was grey. But 

the doctor was not concerned. His function was not to stop 

the infliction of pain but to save the authorities the 

embarrassment of a man dying under punishment. 

Jeffries’s entire consciousness was dominated by the 

thought of the next stroke until his torture came to an end or 

the doctor called a halt. 
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“Three!” As the third stroke swished home, the 

footballer lost all sense of his surroundings. A symphony of 

pain engulfed his whole being. By now, he could no longer 

keep track of time. 

 “Four!” Whizz! - slosh! A straight forearm cut fair 

across the other three lines.  

The men let his hands and feet go, he sprang erect with 

flushed face and suspiciously brilliant eyes. His arse burned 

as though he’d sat his bare bottom on a hot griddle. 

A policeman ushered Jeffries from the room, to ready it 

for the next customer. 

Jeffries could not sit down and was forced to lie on his 

stomach in the back of a people carrier for the journey back 

to his hotel. In the privacy of his room he gently eased down 

his trousers and underpants and examined the four distinct 

burning lines of pain that adorned his buttocks, it would be 

a full day before his backside became less painful to touch.  

The following day he had to work hard not to fidget 

sitting in the plane as the team flew home and it took another 

two days before he could sit without being reminded of that 

God-forsaken country.  

 

 

8. A memorable night at the theatre 

 

IT HAD NOT been planned, but it turned out to be one of 

my most memorable nights in the theatre. 

I had a leading role in the rival of The Schoolboys that 

was touring some of the smaller towns in England and 

Wales. The play was a revival of a dreary play that had not 

seen the light of day in 75 years. The director said it was 

rediscovered classic; being as it was an exploration of 

English upper class life in the 1930s and showed how the 

degrading treatment of privileged boys by their public 

school masters turned them into communists. Hogwash! 
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But, as I had missed out on Pantomime this year (I 

usually was cast as a wicked step-father), the offer of a tour 

was most welcomed, even though it was the middle of one 

of the worst winters in the nation’s history. 

I played The Housemaster (the character had no name 

which according to the director represented the anonymity 

of oppression). 

As it was a play set in a school, a number of the 

characters were boys aged sixteen and seventeen. This is 

always a difficult age to cast, since directors prefer to work 

with adults (for reasons of employment law) and with actors 

with at least some experience. Many of the “boys” in The 

Schoolboys were, not to be too unkind about it, a little too 

old for the part.  

However, once the director dressed them up in their 

school uniforms and used creative make-up and lighting, 

they looked the part. The theatre is, after all, the art of 

illusion; and thankfully, in the theatre one does not have to 

be concerned with the close-up. 

The lead boy was what we in the business call a “new-

comer”. He had not toured a production before and his only 

experience to date was in small walk-on parts. He was called 

Hugo Ponsonby-Smythe. Now, what kind of name is that? 

Obviously, his father was not a dockworker. He does not use 

the name professionally: he calls himself Hugo Smith, 

which, I suppose might serve to identify him as a member of 

any number of classes in the prevailing English social 

system. The name Hugo might put him among the emerging 

knowledge-creating class with the Smith making him appear 

to be an “everyman”. 

Hugo was aged about twenty and with his fresh face and 

lithe body he could easily pass as a senior schoolboy, 

especially over the distance between the stage and audience. 

There was a very tricky scene near the start of the final 

act that caused us many difficulties in rehearsal. It was a 

caning scene, where I as his housemaster had to deliver six-
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of-the-best with a rattan cane to Hugo’s character, across his 

bare bottom. 

I would have thought it impossible to find a school cane 

today, corporal punishment had been abolished in schools a 

generation past. But, by the time we were ready for rehearsal 

a number of fine school canes had been acquired. The prop 

master was rather coy when we asked where he obtained 

them. He told us he found them on e-Bay, but really we 

suspected they were from his own personal collection. 

When the play was originally run the theatre censor 

would not allow the caning scene to be shown on stage. 

Instead, the boys talked about it to one another and the 

injured party, as it were, described being caned on the bare 

bottom and how this made him feel. 

But, today we have modern theatre and nothing must be 

hidden from the audience. 

So how would we do it? To begin with two wooden 

chairs were placed back-to-back so that the boy could kneel 

on the seat of one and bend his body over the two backs 

before gripping the seat of the other. If the chairs were 

positioned correctly it would be possible for the audience to 

only see the boy’s front and the reactions on his face and not 

his rear end. 

A major problem was the bare bottom. Understandably, 

Hugo was unhappy since it meant that each night and twice 

on Wednesdays and Saturdays he would have to bend over 

and show me his bare arse. I was not too excited by the 

prospect either. I am not in the least interested in boys’ arses. 

Which I think was more than might be said for some of the 

people around the production. The director had been buzzing 

around Hugo like a bee around jam ever since he met him 

Hugo asked if would be possible to play the scene with 

his trousers up, but the director said this was the most pivotal 

scene in the whole play. This was the provocation that turned 

the boy irreversibly against his own social class (do not for 

heaven’s sake expect me to explain why). 
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There were issues of modesty to be considered. We 

could not have a member of cast exposing his genitals on 

stage and we supposed that audiences would not want to see 

a bare bottom either.  

 

          

At rehearsal we experimented with ways of getting his 

trousers and pants down while he was kneeling on the chair. 

We found that if I unbuckled his belt and buttons I could get 

the trousers and pants down over his thighs and expose 

enough buttock to then administer the cane to the 

housemaster’s satisfaction.  

This, the director thought, was “marvellous”, 

apparently the taking down of the trousers by the 

housemaster was deeply symbolic of class oppression. But, 

how would we deal with the actual caning? The whole point 

Hugo asked if he might play the scene with his 

trousers up 
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was that the boy was thrashed, not that he got a smack on 

the bot.  

The director told us that in movies when they show 

someone being whipped, in a Mutiny on the Bounty or a 

slave picture, say, they stick padding on the back of the 

person being whipped and with a camera at the correct angle, 

the audience does not realise. 

With the victim suitable protected, the whipmaster can 

flog as hard as he wants into the padding. Later the sound of 

the lash is edited on and makeup puts the whip marks into 

his back. 

But, it is not so easy on stage, where everything is live. 

We experimented with padding which might have worked if 

Hugo were to be allowed to keep his trousers. Wardrobe 

could make a pair of underpants from leather and he would 

not feel a thing. But, if he had to take it on the bare, where 

would the padding go? 

I had to admire the props and wardrobe people who 

tried everything. One idea was that Hugo would have his 

trousers and pants taken down, but there would be some 

padding strapped to the bum as happened with the backs of 

whipped slaves. 

But, for it to work, the padding would have to be under 

Hugo’s trousers for the whole scene and would be noticed 

by the audience, especially since many girls in the audience 

believed Hugo’s bottom was his prize asset. 

So padding was not going to work. Eventually, we 

turned to sound effects. A recording of a cane whacking into 

a bare arse was made. (I do not know how it was done and 

the sound engineer was not about to say). 

The scene then went like this: Hugo bends over the two 

chairs, I take down his trousers and pants. Then I have some 

lines of dialogue (revealing myself to be an oppressor, the 

director says) and then I raise the cane and bring it down on 

his bare bottom. The timing has to be perfect so that my 
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swishes into the bared flesh coincided exactly with the sound 

effect. 

It took a lot of rehearsal and eventually we achieved it, 

although I still thought the audience knew I was not really 

cutting into Hugo’s bum, despite his grimaces and attempts 

to portray agony. 

So, the play fully rehearsed, we took it on the road. We 

had toured for three weeks, when we arrived at a small town 

in the industrial north of England, where we were to play for 

three nights. That was where the trouble started. 

Before the tour set off, Hugo had been granted a role in 

a television drama series called North of the Line! that 

enjoyed much popularity among the viewing public when 

televised. He had recorded his part before we began to tread 

the boards in The Schoolboys. None of us among his fellow 

actors were aware of this until the episodes began to be 

televised. Suddenly, we had a “star” in the company. It does 

not matter how good an actor is, if one is on television, then 

one is a star. So it was with Hugo. 

In North of the Line! Hugo played a rogue who was 

disrespectful of his parents and of his schoolteachers and 

who had an eye for the girls, who were only too willing to 

accept it. Girls, and also young women, of a certain 

disposition, took to the character immediately and Hugo 

began to get noticed by the newspapers. 

Our theatre management was not about to look a gift 

horse in the mouth and capitalised. Posters for The 

Schoolboys were re-done and Hugo’s name replaced mine 

above the title. A photograph of Hugo, sporting a 

nauseatingly cheeky grin, stared out under the words Star of 

North of the Line! 

The result was a sold-out box office, but alas the theatre 

was full of adolescent girls. They were what I believe are 

these days called “chavs”: they cheered and called out his 

TV name when Hugo first appeared on stage; that was how 

crass they were. 
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The sudden popularity of a junior member of the cast 

caused some anxiety back stage, where it is considered 

important to keep up traditions. Senior members of the cast 

are deferred to in all matters, by other cast members and by 

those working back stage. This deference extends even to 

the director himself, who would never consider calling me 

by my Christian name. 

Hugo came from a different stock. He had no 

experience in the theatre worth the mention and had not 

learned the importance of tradition and knowing your place. 

As a television “star” he believed himself to be the most 

important person in the cast. But, we older hands believed 

he knew nothing and should be treated as the junior cast 

member that he assuredly was. 

This inevitably led to arguments back stage. A 

colleague berated Hugo for his unprofessionalism and 

complained bitterly about the screaming girls in the 

audience. Perhaps, it was as well that at this point none of us 

knew about the girls who waited for Hugo at the stage door 

after a show, willing to offer him a performance of their 

own. 

Hugo exhibited an arrogance that took my breath away. 

Quite calmly he told those within hearing distance that he 

considered himself to be the star of this show and that he 

was the one the audience were coming to see. “Not you,” he 

said, pointing at me, or the other “dreary dinosaurs” in the 

cast. 

I was livid with anger but controlled myself. He was a 

guttersnipe, a whippersnapper and I would not rise to his 

bait. I was more of a star than this pretty boy would ever be. 

I have worked with the best: Larry, Dickie, Bertie, Johnny, 

and, of course, dear old Hammy. 

It happened in the very next performance after the row 

with Hugo. I had not planned it. The final act was underway 

and the housemaster and Hugo were in the study. Hugo 
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placed himself across the two chairs and I took down his 

trousers and underpants.             

  I collected the cane from the cupboard, swished it 

about a couple of times and then lined it up across Hugo’s 

bared cheeks. We had performed this scene many times 

before and I had perfected the timing of my cane strokes to 

coincide with the swishes in the sound effects. 

I lined up the cane and saw Hugo’s buttocks, raised 

submissively to receive his punishment. I say 

“submissively” but that night I saw defiance. He was 

pointing his cheeks at me as if to say, “Go on old man, do 

your worst, there’s nothing you can do to me. Your time has 

passed. I am the future.” 

I hated him. The cane rose and instead of brushing it 

against his cheeks, I let fly with a real whopper. A thick red 

stripe appeared across both cheeks. As it bit home, Hugo let 

out a roar of agony. There was a collective intake of breath 

among the audience. 

I hated him for his youth. Number two came down 

swiftly, and Hugo gripped onto the chair for dear life. The 

torture was searing through his bum and legs. He wanted to 

get up and shout “What the Hell’s going on?” but he was in 

the middle of a live performance. 

By now he realised what was happening and he braced 

himself for what he knew would be four more searing, 

painful stingers.  

I hated him for his good looks. Slash number three drew 

gasps from Hugo and from the audience, but Hugo was the 

only one in the theatre with tears streaming down his face. I 

hated him for his fame. Number four sliced open a wound 

across the top of his buttocks and the shock and pain was so 

much his body bucked and he lifted the front legs of the front 

chair off the ground. 

I hated him for the money he would earn. Slash number 

five replicated number four, but this time it whipped across 
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the bottom of his globes, at the point where the buttocks 

meet the thighs. 

I hated him because I hated myself. Number six went 

across the middle of both buttocks, accidently (honestly!) 

crossing two or three of the welts that were already standing 

up from Hugo’s flesh. He was choking for breath and in 

genuine distress. 

I was sweating and breathing very hard. I must give up 

smoking cigars. I replaced the cane in the cupboard.  

Only now did the enormity of my crime hit home. Yes, 

I had thrashed Hugo, and yes, it gave me tremendous 

pleasure to do so, but I am a professional actor and it is a sin 

to deviate from the script and place your fellow actors in 

jeopardy. 

I walked upstage (this was not in the script) to give 

myself thinking time and turned to face Hugo. He was still 

breathing heavily, but he was gaining control of his sobbing. 

“All right. That’s over, you may remove yourself,” I 

said. I was back on the script. I did not know how Hugo 

would react. 

Clearly, still in agony, Hugo pulled up his trousers and 

pants, while still kneeling on the chair, as was required by 

the script. He stood and buttoned himself up.  Then, he 

shook my hand and I dismissed him from my study and he 

exited stage left. 

Hugo completed the play tormented by pain.  His next 

scene was where he talked with this study mates about his 

caning ordeal and was required to wince a little as he sat 

down, but he was to remain seated. This time, he sat on the 

chair and jumped straight up in pain; the audience loved it, 

unaware that he was not acting. 

Hugo finished the play word perfect. We all received 

curtain calls and standing ovations and Hugo was cheered. 

The cast members knew this was because he was a famous 

face “off the telly”, and not because of his acting abilities.  
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I still think he is a poor actor, but after the caning ordeal 

I cannot say he is not a true professional.  

 

 

9. My friend Justin 

 

“WHAT DID I say would happen if you scored a B+ in your 

English essay? What did I say?” 

“Spanking. You said you’d give me a spanking.” 

“Yes, and that’s exactly what I’m going to do.” 

Justin was the best friend anyone could ever have. We 

were eighteen years old at the time and had known each 

other all our lives. We’d grown up on the same street, played 

with the same children and attended the same school.  

So, when I had to unburden myself of a secret, one that 

had been eating away at me for years, he was the one I told. 

He was brilliant; he didn’t say I was queer or anything 

like that. He just asked me for all the details. And, then he 

came up with a plan. 

Well, where do I start? I told him that I wanted to be 

spanked, but I did feel I had to make it clear I didn’t want to 

be spanked by him especially, which was true. I didn’t fancy 

him at all, still don’t actually. 

I fantasied about being spanked by older men. There 

was one dream I kept having; it involved a teacher at school. 

Mr. King his name was. A right old fossil; he must have been 

sixty if he was a day. I wanted him to cane me in front of the 

whole class: all my sixth-form mates. I was dressed in my 

school uniform; black blazer, dark grey long trousers, grey 

shirt, and I would, on his command, submissively undo my 

leather belt, pull the buttons on my trousers and let them 

drop to my knees. 

Then, when he told me to I had to bend over a table, 

head to the front, legs to the back, with my bum positioned 

high over the top.  
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Then, he would pull my gleaming white underpants so 

tight they stretched over my buttocks and then slowly he 

would swish his whippy cane, the one with a curved handle, 

into my taut little bum. That fantasy got me every time. It’s 

getting me again, even as I am writing this all these years 

later. 

 

 

I was too embarrassed to tell anyone about this; but now 

as I get older I realise that every adolescent male has these 

fantasies; the only difference between me and most others is 

He would swish his whippy cane into my taut bum 
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that they were dreaming of the French mistress spanking 

them. 

Despite my wicked fetish for spanking there was not 

much I could do about it. Corporal punishment had been 

abolished in schools years earlier, so I could not engineer a 

caning or a slippering. Gone were the days when I could 

make sure I got caught smoking a cigarette behind the bike 

sheds so I would end up touching my toes in the Year 

Master’s office. If that were only possible, I would be a 

twenty-a-day man believe me. 

I couldn’t get spanked at home. My dad was a bit of a 

wimp to be honest and he pretty much let me get away with 

anything. Not that I was a wicked kid, I wasn’t, but maybe 

he could have bent me over the armchair and taken his belt 

to the seat of my jeans when I was cheeky, or worse insolent; 

which was often. 

I had tried to raise spanking with my friends, but was 

too inept to do it. I do remember when we were very young, 

seven or eight maybe, the girls in the street were playing 

“schools” and someone talked about “getting the cane”. 

Even then, something inside me stirred at the mention of 

corporal punishment, but I was too young to understand and, 

of course, my fetish hadn’t really developed at that age. 

I used to read lots of comics, we all did in those days, 

and especially went for the stories where the naughty boys 

(who remembers Roger the Dodger or Dirty Dick?) ended 

up in the last frame of the story pictured across dad’s knee 

for a spanking with the slipper. Come to think of it there 

were plenty of stories about naughty girls (Beryl the Peril, 

Minnie the Minx come to mind) who also ended up over 

dad’s knee. Try writing kids’ comics like that today: how 

innocent we were then. 

Once when I was a bit older, Brian, a friend of a friend, 

and I were at my house and we acted out stories from the 

comics, but when it came to the smacked bottom scene we 
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were both too timid to go through with it. Looking back, I 

suspect Brian was as disappointed as me that we didn’t. 

I did go on the Internet to find spanking porn. It was not 

quite as advanced as it is today, so you couldn’t get videos, 

but I did find some pictures. One set that really got me going 

was about a dad who found his son dressed only in his 

underpants reading a porn mag and dragged him into the 

bedroom. The boy must have been twenty years old but that 

didn’t stop his dad. Then, with his pants around his ankles, 

the boy gets a butt blistering from dad’s hairbrush. Yep! 

That had me squirting my jizz. 

I told Justin about my spanking desires one afternoon 

after school when we were around his place. He was a 

“single parent” child and his ma worked long hours for crap 

pay at a factory, so he had the house to himself a lot.  

“So do you want me to spank you? Is that it?” 

I couldn’t believe it. He had the same desires as me. My 

face must have gone scarlet and my reply was mumbled 

incoherently. 

“I’ll take that for a Yes, shall I?” he laughed. 

“Only if you want to,” I eventually stuttered. 

I learned over the years to come that Justin was 

completely unshockable. He wasn’t the least turned on by 

the thought of spanking me or being spanked by me. If I had 

said I wanted a sex change to become a woman, he would 

have reacted in the same cool, matter-of-fact way. He would 

probably have asked me what the procedure involved and 

how much it would cost, but he wouldn’t have judged me. 

“What have you done to earn a spanking?”  

I hadn’t expected this question and rushed to think of 

some naughtiness I had committed.  

“I’ve been rude to my ma,” was the best that I could 

come up with.  

He laughed again. Looking back he was always 

laughing, “So what’s new about that? No, you have to do 

something to earn the spanking.” 
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I didn’t understand at first, but then I hadn’t realised 

that Justin might one day make an expert psychologist.  

He explained, “You want to be spanked, so you have to 

do something to earn it: something that you should do but 

wouldn’t normally do.” 

I wasn’t following, so he went on.  

“Say in the old days your dad might say, ‘If you don’t 

clean up your room, it’s my slipper for you, my lad.’ If you 

didn’t want a spanking you’d clean up the room; but if you 

did want the slipper, you wouldn’t. So, the room would not 

get cleaned up and you get spanked. So, you have achieved 

your wish, but your dad has failed in getting the room 

cleaned. Are you with me so far?” 

Not really, so he went on. 

“But, say you want to be spanked and your dad wants 

the room cleaned; the best thing for both of you is for him to 

say, ‘Clean up the room and if you do it well, I’ll take you 

across my knee and tan your arse with my slipper.’ Get me 

now?” 

I was beginning to. “So I have to do something that I 

should do but I am not doing and if I do it then I get 

spanked.” 

It was as clear as mud. 

“Look,” Justin was on a roll and could not be stopped. 

“You are not a good student. It’s a fact, don’t argue. You are 

bright, but you don’t work, so you will fail your exams. Let’s 

say, if you pass your A-levels, I’ll spank you. It’ll be an 

incentive for you to work hard.” 

Okay, I got it now, but the A-levels were months away 

and I told him so. I wanted my spanking now; preferably this 

evening before his ma came home. 

But, it was not to be. Instead, we compromised. There 

was an essay due in this week for the English Literature 

course that I was failing. Justin’s plan was if I got a mark of 

B+ or more, I would be rewarded by him with several marks 
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across my backside, courtesy of a large wooden clothes 

brush. A deal had been sealed. 

I had hardly ever worked so hard on a school essay; I 

even read the set book, rather than the “crib” notes, that’s 

how keen I was to get a good grade.  

Mr. Archer, our English Lit teacher, made a snide 

comment when he returned my essay. “B+, had a little help 

David?” Yes, I had, but not in the way he meant. 

Justin laughed. 

We hadn’t spoken about our deal since the moment we 

made it and I wasn’t sure if he intended to stick to the 

bargain. Then, in the middle of the lesson, he lent across to 

me and whispered. “My place, four o’clock.”  

I couldn’t concentrate on my work for the rest of the 

day; there was nothing new in that, but this time it was 

because of the anticipation of what was to come. In the past 

few days, I had fantasised about what would happen, but 

much as I liked Justin, I should have preferred it if my 

spanker were an older man. Actually, come to think of it, it 

would have been more pleasurable if Mr. Archer really did 

believe I had cheated on my essay and threw me across his 

knee as punishment. 

I was eager and arrived too early at Justin’s house and 

had to wait on the doorstep until he got home. He had, of 

course, stopped off at the library after classes ended. 

Justin could see I was nervous. Was he nervous too? 

Looking back I can see the absurdity of it; one eighteen-

year-old was about to take another across his knee and spank 

him. When did that ever happen in real life? 

I watched as Justin rummaged through a drawer and 

found what he was looking for. Then he turned to me, 

clothes brush in hand. 

“What did I say would happen if you scored a B+ in 

your English essay? What did I say?” 

“Spanking. You said you’d give me a spanking.” 
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“Yes, and that’s exactly what I’m going to do. Take off 

your blazer and put it on the table.” 

While I was taking off my blazer, Justin did the same, 

and then he took a wooden backed chair and placed it in the 

middle of the room. My pulse was racing; this really was 

going to happen. I could feel my cock stirring in my trousers, 

God, I hadn’t thought about that; I am going to pop wood. 

He sat down in the chair, “Come stand there,” he 

pointed to a spot to his right. I moved, breathing heavily. I 

had just realised we hadn’t discussed how he was going to 

spank me; do my trousers come down? If they do, he’ll see 

my todger is standing to attention like a soldier on sentry 

duty. 

He snapped his fingers. “Bend over my knee.” 

I hesitated. I could see Justin’s legs in front of me, they 

were thin and spindly, as you might expect from someone 

his age. In my dreams the laps of my spankers were always 

huge and well-padded. I wasn’t sure this was right at all. 

I think Justin must have misread my hesitation. “Do you 

want to call it off?” 

No, I did not. Without a word, I lowered myself over 

his knee. Again, it wasn’t quite as I expected. I was too close 

to the floor. In my dreams I suppose I was a little kid, not a 

strapping eighteen-year-old sixth-form schoolboy. 

“Ouch!” I couldn’t help but cry out as the first whack 

hit me in the middle of my left buttock, followed almost 

immediately by another on the right. Then another. And 

another. 

Jeez, it hurt! I gasped at the shock of it. I found myself 

wriggling involuntarily over Justin’s lap. I was in pain, but 

it wasn’t agony. My bum stung a lot, but quickly it turned to 

a warm glow. 

Justin wasn’t acting, they weren’t love taps he was 

giving me these were proper wallops with the brush. He was 

crashing the wood into my trouser-covered buttocks with 

great force. I was gasping for air as my blood pressure rose. 
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Blood was also surging to my cock and my hard-on was now 

raging.  

Justin giggled, “Oh, you’re enjoying this are you?” and 

he carried on whacking my bum with renewed vigour, 

whacking three stinging spanks on one side of my bum, three 

on the other side and then a real hard thwack on my sit spot. 

Then he did it all over again. 

I was losing control, my reflect movements had me 

bucking and kicking and struggling to get off his lap but he 

held on tight and kept spanking me. 

And then the inevitable happened: I was beginning to 

orgasm; I shot my load, creaming my underpants and my 

trousers. 

“You dirty bugger!” Justin snorted, stopped spanking 

me and pushed me off his lap so that I tumbled to the floor. 

My hands went to my arse to rub at the pain as I circled 

around on the carpet, kicking my legs. 

“Ow! Ow! Ow!” I cried. I was in pain, but not much. 

Despite the intensity of Justin’s spanking, my trousers and 

pants had given me considerable protection. As I would 

learn in future, had he spanked me that hard with such a 

heavy brush on my bare bum, it would be ripped to shreds 

by now. 

Justin was off the chair and doubled over with mirth. At 

that moment we heard a click at the front door and a cry, 

“Just. are you home?” 

I jumped to my feet and noticed how large the stain was 

on the front of my trousers, just as Justin’s ma came into the 

room. I fled the house in embarrassment, leaving my pal to 

explain what was going on. 

At home I admired Justin’s handiwork in the mirror. 

My bum was dark pink and some bluish bruises had formed 

at the end of my cheeks. The imprint of the brush was 

distinct where he had spanked my thighs. The sight of my 

battered bum set my todger off again and I grabbed a handful 

of tissues and lay on the bed.  
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I have a lot to thank my great friend Justin for; not least 

my success in my A-level exams; but that’s another story … 

or six. 

 

 

10. Squirt: A spanking love story 

 

IT WAS PROBABLY the most inappropriate relationship in 

the history of sex. I was thirty when we first met, he was 

eighteen. I lusted after him: always. He loved me. 

We first met at the Svengali Club. He hit on me and I 

wasn’t about to pass up the chance of some Spring Chicken. 

Squirt was the sexiest piece of ass in the club that night. 

Virgin, and mine for the taking. 

I don’t believe in love, but I do believe in sex and I get 

it whenever I can: which is always. I have a successful career 

in television production and I rake in a lot of cash, which 

buys me a loft apartment, fast cars, clothes, all the drugs I 

want. And sex. I don’t want for anything and I get what I 

want. 

I tour a lot of the clubs and I know everybody on the 

scene and I’d never seen Squirt before that night. He was a 

newbie, hot, horny, eighteen and desperate to get laid. I was 

happy to initiate him into the world of adult sex. 

I wasn’t the only guy with an eye on Squirt, and who 

can blame any of us: he was blond, cute as a button; he had 

a beautiful twink’s smile and an ass to die for. And, most of 

all, he was a Virgin. 

He only had eyes for me that night. My friends told me 

to steer clear. He was jail-bait, they said, and they were right. 

He was still at school for chrisake. 

He willingly came back to my apartment. He was 

nervous, I could tell. Who wasn’t their first time? But, he 

pretended he knew his way around. That just made him 

sweeter. 
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I had my way with him and it was the sweetest sex I had 

had in years. When we had finished it was late, he had no 

car, so he had to stay the night. If I had thrown him out in 

the middle of the night, none of this would have happened 

and my life would have carried on unhindered by Squirt. 

In the morning I knew he had to get to school and I 

wanted to get rid of him quickly and never see him again, so 

we showered together. But Squirt wanted to arrange a date: 

for that night. 

“What about your homework?” 

“What if I don’t do it?” 

“Then, you’ll have to be spanked.” 

He flashed me his cutest, sexiest, smile. 

“Oh Yeah, who by?” Giggle! 

Horny as hell, I grabbed him by the arm and dragged 

him out of the shower. We were both laughing as, soaking 

wet, I sat on the bed and hauled him over my lap. Then, I 

spanked his naked little butt. It wasn’t hard, it was a game.  

“I was joking! I was joking!” he giggled. 

His smiles and his laughter turned me on and I popped 

wood. I flipped him over on to this back and saw he did too.  

He was late for school that morning. 

That night about nine-thirty I arrived home after work 

and a few beers and there was Squirt, standing across the 

street from my apartment. He was still in his school uniform: 

had he been waiting all night? He ran across the street calling 

my name as soon as he saw my Jeep turn the corner.  

This was getting embarrassing.  

“Art! Art!” 

I stopped the car and wound down the window. “Go 

away. It’s over. It was just a fuck.” I steered into the 

underground parking lot and took the elevator to my 

apartment. 

Squirt wasn’t easily put off. He put his finger on the 

entry phone button and wouldn’t move it until I answered. 

“What do you want?” 
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“You!” It was his giggle that got to me. I buzzed him 

in. 

In truth, I had been thinking about him during the day. 

I usually don’t think about past conquests, I’m too busy 

looking for the next. I had quite a scorching time in the 

bathroom of the bar an hour ago with a dark, sexy stranger. 

Don’t ask me his name. No, I’m not being discreet, I just 

don’t know. 

Squirt entered my apartment. 

“Do you want a soda? Some candy?” I was trying to be 

sarcastic, but my pupils dilated at the sight of him close up 

in his school uniform. He was sex on a stick. 

Squirt saw he had me hooked. He might only be 

eighteen, but already he was beginning to understand that 

his blond hair, that goofy smile and, oh, that ass, would take 

him a long way. 

“I’ll have bourbon, thanks.” 

“You’ll have a damned good spanking for your cheek.” 

Squirt’s eyes shined and a grin split his face. 

“I’d like to see you try.” 

I rushed across the apartment and, squealing, he fled. I 

chased him over the bed, around the dining table, through 

the space that is my office. Shrieking with delight he hurdled 

the bed once more.  

“Can’t catch me; can’t catch me,” he squawked like a 

seven-year-old. 

But, I could and I did. I cornered him against the wall 

in the kitchen area. He slid down onto his haunches, making 

him just the right height for me to take hold of his right ear 

lobe and guide him, not too gently, back into the living area. 

“Ouch! Ouch! Oooh! Aaah! Leggo! Leggo!” he feigned 

pain, but still maintained that incessant giggling. 
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Still holding him by the ear, I maneuvered myself onto 

a chair, spread my legs wide and heaved him across my lap. 

He wriggled, genuinely wanting to be free, but I held him 

firmly with my arm across his middle. He was a marvellous 

sight. His ass, in his tight gray school slacks, was superb. 

Squirt must be one of the few guys in the world whose butt 

looks as sexy in pants as it does naked. 

 

I brought the palm of my hand down across the seat of 

his pants. Unlike this morning, this was no game. I spanked 

him like I meant it. Smack-smack! smack-smack-smack! He 

gasped a little under the weight of my hand, but I kept on 

spanking. Looking back, I think maybe I did mean it. Squirt 

was incorrigible; he wouldn’t leave me alone. I had told him 

to go home, it was all over; a one-night stand. But, he had 

Still holding him by the ear, I sat down in a chair and 

heaved him across my lap 
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persisted, he embarrassed me in the street and he was cheeky 

to me in my home. Yes, the naughty little boy deserved to 

have his bottom smacked. He should be thankful I’m not one 

of those guys who keep paddles and other toys in the 

bedroom or his butt would be well and truly blistered. 

Once I had demonstrated to my satisfaction that I was 

his master, I let him up. His face was bright red, but I hadn’t 

spanked him so hard and I doubt his ass was the same colour. 

“Go home. It’s over.” 

He was breathing heavily and he danced up and down 

as he rubbed the seat of his pants in an exaggerated fashion, 

as if his buttocks were on fire. God, he was cute. 

“You’re not hurt at all. Come here.” I grabbed at his belt 

and in no time I had his slacks and shorts down to his knees. 

There was some coloring on his cheeks, but not enough to 

warrant the little dance. 

His dick was rigid and, never one to waste an 

opportunity, I took it in my mouth. 

 

@ 

 

I was busy at work for the next few days and away from 

my apartment a lot. When things calmed down I went home 

and banged some guy, Alfie. I met him at a club, bought him 

some drugs, and we went back to my place. We’d been at it 

for hours (that’s what drugs can do for you) and were spent, 

when the entry phone starts buzzing. It’s three in the 

morning, so I ignore it. But, I know the buzzer isn’t going to 

stop until I answer. It is Squirt.  

I get up and tell him to stop stalking me and go away. 

We start an argument. 

“Who is it?” Alfie is awake and comes over to see what 

the trouble is. 

I explain it’s some “newbie” I fucked and now he won’t 

leave me alone. Alfie looks at the entry phone screen. There 

is Squirt, cute as always, his pleading eyes staring into the 
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camera. I knew he had been practising for hours. He’s 

wearing cargo pants and a very tight top that shows off his 

youth to perfection. 

“If you don’t want him, I’ll fuck him,” says Alfie. 

The drugs must still be in my system: I buzz Squirt in. 

He looks cute, but sorrowful. He is dressed in a top that 

he grew out of a year ago, he thinks it makes him look hot, 

but it just shows his vulnerability. He looks like a rent boy. 

I feel my dick stiffen. 

Alfie is drinking bottles of water; he throws one to me. 

We both have raging thirsts. My head is sore, I need sleep, 

not confrontation. 

“Where have you been? Do you know what time it is? 

Why aren’t you at home?” Oh God, I sound like his mother. 

He tells me he’s been looking for me for days. I say I’ve 

been working. It’s what grown-ups do to make the rent. I tell 

him to go home, his mother will be worried. 

Alfie thinks he has the chance of another fuck and 

comes on to Squirt. I have hurt Squirt’s feelings and he 

wants to get back at me, so he flashes Alfie the cute grin. 

“I’m going back to bed. You two do what you want.” 

In the dark I can hear voices and then heavy breathing, 

then groaning, then a scream. It sounds like someone is 

being killed. It is Alfie coming in Squint’s ass. 

The next morning Alfie has gone, but Squirt has not. 

Will he ever leave me alone? 

 

@ 

 

I saw Squirt’s photograph in the newspaper yesterday. 

There’s trouble at the up-scale private school he attends. The 

kids want to form a gay discussion club, but the school 

authorities won’t allow it. Oh yeah: “discussion club”, 

everyone knows it’s just an excuse for a lot of horny gay 

guys to meet up and fuck. The school is part-funded by the 

state, so a local councillor has gotten involved. The picture 
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was of a demonstration outside the school. Squirt is there 

with some dreary lesbians and gay students. One guy, Chris, 

is really hot. Why don’t the two of them just find a room and 

screw each other’s brains out, what do they need to discuss? 

I had a horny dream last night. I am the school principal 

and I am in my office brandishing a paddle. Squirt and Chris 

are bent over, pants down, butts bared, and grabbing ankles. 

I give them ten swats apiece and then take each of them up 

the ass. 

@ 

 

The cops called. They had arrested Squirt. Did I know 

him? Jesus; he’s getting me involved with the cops. I was 

about to deny all knowledge of the little brat when they told 

me he had been found with one of my credit cards in his 

possession. 

I checked. He had spent $400 of my money at some 

fancy designer clothes shop. And - wait for it - another two 

hundred bucks for a room at an up-scale hotel. Who the hell 

had he been fucking at a hotel on my credit card? 

God knows why, but I told the cops he had my 

permission. 

I was mad as hell. Squirt must have stolen the credit 

card when he was here at my apartment. It’s not the money: 

I can afford that (and more). It’s just that he told me that he 

loved me. 

When he came to visit I told him straight: you will pay 

all the money back even if it takes you years. 

He smirked. Yes, smirked: as if to say, “Yeah, 

whatever.” It was a sexy smirk. The brat. Why does this 

always happen. He knows he can turn on his sexy grin and I 

can’t resist. 

Well this time I did. Kind of. I didn’t plan it, I just said, 

“You’ll pay me back all the money and right now you will 

pay with your ass.” 

His eyes shone. He was almost begging, “Yes, please.” 
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But he’d not gotten the message. He thought I meant I 

was going to fuck him.  

Not so. Well, maybe not yet. I meant I was going to 

spank his bare ass until his creamy-white fanny was fifty 

shades of pink. 

When he realized what I had in store for him, he tried 

to run. I chased him around the apartment. I work out at the 

gym (a lot) and I soon overpowered him.  

My heavy clothes brush soon had him yelping. When 

he’d stopped yelping; he went on to yelling. By the time 

every bit of his pert ass cheeks and thighs were the color of 

a light burgundy, he was screaming. 

I threw him face down on the bed. He lay there panting. 

My dick was like a stallion’s. I wrapped on a condom and 

took him like he’d never been taken in his life.  

When we were both spent, I told him that I loved him. 

But, I didn’t mean it. 

 

 

11. Nate, the houseboy 

 

I DRIVE TO my home in the rich suburbs every 

evening after work. It’s a large house, with a pool and an 

acre of so of land. It’s just like every other house in the 

street. There must be hundreds of thousands of houses like 

mine across the country. Neat lawns, televisions flickering 

in the front room. All the houses are the same – except mine 

has Nate. 

Nate will be waiting. He’ll be naked, except for a pair 

of tight briefs. This evening he will wear the gray ones; they 

are among my favourite. They show everything. His tight 

buttocks, the crack down the middle and his package. The 

briefs are short and tight, but no hairs will be showing. I 

make him shave every day. 

Nate is my houseboy. Nate’s not his real name; I can’t 

remember what that is. I’ve always called my houseboys 
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“Nate”. I keep each Nate for about three months and then I 

discard them. That makes this Nate, Nate-7. I’ve never had 

any problem with an ex-Nate. I lavish them with gifts while 

they’re with me and they get five thousand in cash when they 

leave. No one is under the illusion any of this is about love. 

It’s about lust and power. My lust. My power.  

Nate will be waiting for me with a drink the moment I 

walk through the door. He’ll have made arrangements for 

supper. Nate-7 is quite a good cook, so sometimes he makes 

a meal. Other times we’ll have something delivered. 

Once I’ve settled down and changed out of my work 

suit, I’ll spank him. I don’t spank him because he has done 

anything “naughty”; I spank him because I can. Nate gets it. 

That’s his role in life. At least while he lives under my roof. 

My Nates are all in their early twenties. Sure, I want to 

spank eighteen-year-old boys; who doesn’t. There’s a new 

guy at work, long fair hair, open sun-tanned face and tight 

buns that are crying out to be spanked. He’s got a lot of 

attitude, like so many kids today. He actually deserves to be 

taken across my knee. 

But it won’t happen. It won’t happen because the kid’s 

too young to get it. To understand his place. Twenty-

somethings have lived a bit; they realise life ain’t so easy. 

They get it. 

So, I’ll spank Nate and then I’ll take him upstairs and 

fuck him. 

The spankings aren’t brutal. A lot of the time I’ll make 

him bend across my knee and I’ll pull down his briefs. I 

make him sit naked in the sun so his body is completely 

tanned. I have a large secluded pool area; no neighbours are 

harmed in the making of Nate’s tan. So, when his tight 

cheeks are resting submissively against my right thigh, I 

start by caressing his lovely curves. I make sure to massage 

both buttocks, from the top near his spine, over the mounds 

and into the under-curves. Then I make my way down his 

thighs and legs. They too are hairless. 
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Then, I make a journey into his crack. He usually 

tenses. When I’ve asked him why he does this, he says he 

has no control; it just happens that way. I put the tip of my 

finger into his hole; but not too far. My dick will take him 

up there after the spanking is done. 

By now I am pretty damned excited. I usually stroke his 

muscular back, lingering at his broad shoulders. I make Nate 

work out at the gym three times a week. I want him lean and 

fit, but not so muscle-bound. Some of the guys with muscles 

on their muscles I see on the beach make me want to retch. 

Nate sometimes makes a meal 
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Once I’ve done petting and preening. I smack the palm 

of my hand into his butt cheeks. I start gentle, like I’m giving 

him “love-taps” and then I pick up the pace a little. Even 

with his tan, his flesh easily reddens. I’ve noticed with my 

Nates that a boy “colors up” at different rates. One Nate – I 

think it was Nate-4 – would redden and bruise after only a 

couple slaps. Another – definitely Nate-6, my most recent 

ex-Nate – hardly ever bruised. 

Other times, I’ll make Nate bend over the back of the 

couch. Sometimes he gets to keep his briefs on; other times, 

not. It depends what I want. I will spank him with a bedroom 

slipper. Not one of the modern slippers, the ones with the 

plastic soles. They’re useless for spanking. The boy can’t 

feel a thing. 

I have old slippers; ones with the springy, bendable 

soles. They pack a sting. I stole them years ago from my 

uncle. I guess he might still wonder what ever happened to 

those slippers. Under his bed one day and gone the next. 

Spankings with slippers hurt a lot more than spankings 

with the palm of the hand. That doesn’t worry me none. The 

sight of Nate’s twitching buttocks raised high over the back 

of my big leather couch is an enticement to me to lay it on. 

Good and hard. So I do. The sound of slipper on naked flesh 

does it for me every time. 

After a dozen or so slaps my dick is aching and straining 

to get out of the front of my pants. I hold on as long as I can. 

I smack and smack the slipper across the bared flesh, leaving 

dozens of imprints of the soul all over Nate’s buttocks and 

thighs. 

Then, when I am fit to burst, we rush to the bedroom to 

fuck. I sleep in my own room and Nate has his. We have a 

special room for fucking. One of Nate’s daily duties is to 

ensure the sheets are freshly laundered. I have an account at 

a high-class laundry in town. The sheets are always crisp and 

fresh. 
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I make Nate lay on the bed, arch his back and put his 

knees over his shoulders. That way I can get my dick deep 

into his hole. It’s a tight hole, but it’s loosening with regular 

use. When it gets too big, I’ll be looking for Nate-8. 

 

 

12. Untidy bathroom 

 

TERRY MUST HAVE thought I was joking when I said I 

would spank his backside if he continued to leave the 

bathroom in a mess: because he did it again. 

I was hurrying to get ready in the morning, the way you 

do, and had to step in puddles of water on the bathroom 

floor, the tub hadn’t been wiped and there was a squeezed 

toothpaste tube in the hand basin. I was livid. Terry knows I 

can’t stand it when he is slovenly like this and I have scolded 

him about it often enough. 

Right, if that’s the way he wants to behave it’s time to 

take this to another level. I picked up the hairbrush and went 

into the bedroom. 

Terry was startled when I banged my way through the 

door brandishing the brush; he’s a smart lad, he knew 

exactly what was about to happen. 

“What have I told you about leaving the bathroom in a 

state?” It wasn’t the kind of question that needed an answer, 

but I still wanted Terry to acknowledge his misbehaviour. 

Instead, all I got was sullenness. No words, just a slump 

of the shoulders and a pout. He hadn’t flipped me the bird, 

but it meant the same thing.  

That did it; no more warnings, it’s a spanking for you 

my lad. 

I sat on the bed, grabbed him by the arm and pulled him 

toward me. “You’re never too old for this.” 

With that I pulled him across my lap so that his head 

and chest rested on the bed, his bottom was over my knees 
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and his legs stretched behind him. I moved my own right leg 

and pinned his feet so there was no escape. 

Usually, I have a great deal of affection for Terry, but 

he had been getting on my nerves recently. Our relationship 

was changing; he was becoming defiant and he no longer 

wanted to accept me as an authority figure; in the kind of 

way that adolescents often did. 

I took hold of the waist of his pyjama bottoms and 

slowly lowered them, exposing his buttocks for the severe 

spanking I intended to inflict.  

This jerked him into action and he tried to struggle free, 

but with his legs restrained there was little he could do, but 

holler, “No daddy, please! No! Please, daddy!”  

I looked down upon his quivering naked butt over my 

lap waiting for me to spank it. “You’ve had this coming for 

a long time Terence.” I always called him Terence when I 

was annoyed with him.  

I raised the brush high  
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Then without further ado, I raised the brush high and 

whacked it into his left buttock and then the right. I kept up 

a steady rhythm, like the beating of a big bass drum. The 

outline of the brush was clearly imprinted in both buttocks 

after only three or four whacks. 

He howled like a banshee and pummelled his fists into 

the bed. I had spanked him many times before and I knew 

he was acting up. “Stop squirming, it’s just a spanking.” 

Then I hit my stride and now it really did hurt him. Each 

new swat felt like a flame searing his inner and outer 

buttocks, inner and outer thighs, and the sit-spots. It took me 

less than three minutes to break him. Terry’s wails and 

screams of protest threatened to lift off the roof but, almost 

machine like, I continued whacking every square inch of his 

buttocks. 

I could see his eyes widen with shock, and his head 

jerked backwards, as the jolt of each swat radiated into his 

brain from the intensifying fire I was creating in his bottom. 

He kept wriggling and pleading, but I held him tightly. 

He was going nowhere. 

I was in complete control; I would teach the surly brat 

to obey me in future. I kept peppering his bare, and by now 

badly bruised, reddish-purple butt with the brush.  

“I’m sorry, daddy. Really! Please stop, daddy, I’ll clean 

up the bathroom, honestly I will.”  

He had no resistance left, he screamed and bawled, 

genuinely now, as he tried to thrash around on my leg to 

escape his punishment, but it was no use, of course.  

He tried to reach back with his right arm, to cover his 

bottom, but I released my hold on his waist, and simply 

yanked his arm up into the middle of his back, lifting his 

pyjama jacket with it. 

I am not a brute, my intention was to teach him a lesson 

and I had succeeded. I stopped spanking and put the brush 
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on the bed beside me, but I wasn’t ready to set him free just 

yet. 

As his crying began to subside to whimpers, I inspected 

his well-blistered buttocks and thighs; they were red, looked 

like raw hamburger and were bleeding a bit from dozens of 

little cuts where the brush bit really hard.  

I lifted him up by his waist and stood him on his feet in 

front of me. “I spanked your bare bottom! I did it because I 

love you son and I need to teach you how to behave. And, 

I’ll spank you again if you deserve it, but nothing will ever 

change my love for you.” 

He was jumping up and down in agony, I could see my 

spanking had left him very sore and he would have 

difficultly sitting down all day. He said nothing, but gave me 

a stare that exuded defiance. I could tell this would not be 

the last time I would have to take him across my knee. 

Later in the car I could tell Terry’s butt was still terribly 

sore as he kept moving from one buttock cheek to the other 

to try to avoid sitting on a tender spot. He was sulking and 

not talking to me, but when I dropped him off at his office I 

knew that during the day he would calm down and that 

tonight he would find many exciting ways to tell me he still 

loved me.  

 

 

13. The casting couch 

 

I KNOW THAT to succeed as a television actor I have to 

make one or two sacrifices, but I don’t expect them to be at 

the expense of my dignity and my ass. 

An international production company is casting for 

parts in a new teen drama. The characters will be set in a 

college and in the storyline they will be seventeen years old. 

The company wants actors who are over eighteen with a 

little bit of knowledge of the business, so have been asking 

drama colleges to send over suitably-qualified youngsters. 
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I am eighteen, a bit shorter than average height, with a 

fresh face. I can easily pass as seventeen and with my clear 

skin maybe even fifteen. I am slender, but I don’t work out 

at the gym because I don’t have to. There’s not enough spare 

fat on me to fry a sausage. 

The cast of the new show which does not have a name 

yet, at least not one that has been announced, will be an 

ensemble. That means no one will be the star, all will have 

equal status. This could be a massive break for me, the show 

will run for an initial twenty-six episodes on a free-to-air 

network and the production company has an international 

reputation for successes in this type of show. It will almost 

certainly be sold overseas. It is an enormous opportunity for 

me as it represents fame, wealth and a big boost at the start 

of my career. 

I go across town for an interview and an audition. 

Obviously, they are seeing a lot of people and I have to wait 

my turn. I am waiting in the hallway close to the room where 

the interviews are taking place when the door opens and a 

young man exits. He is ashen-faced and it appears he may 

have been crying. Looks like he didn’t get the gig, I think. 

I am called into the interview room. There are three 

people waiting for me and I immediately recognised Allen 

Mikelstein, from his picture in the trade papers. Mikelstein 

is a big hitter in this town; too big to bother introducing 

himself or the other people in the room. A woman with a 

clipboard checks my name and contact details. My 

credentials established, they ask what experience I have. 

They aren’t expecting much so I am honest and tell them I’m 

at drama school and I’ve been in a few stage plays and 

student films. Mikelstein is sweating buckets. I don’t 

understand why because the room is pretty cold, I think. 

Am I imagining it, or can’t he keep his eyes off my 

legs? He speaks and asks me to stand up and turn around 

once or twice. Is he checking me out? I think he might be. I 
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am only eighteen but I’ve been in this city all my life and I 

am not naïve.  

Thank you, Mikelstein says, and hands me a piece of 

paper. On it is a scene that he wants me to act out with him. 

I mumble an apology that I haven’t had a chance to read it 

and I might not be very good. He flashes me a smirk and 

says, “Don’t worry.” 

The truth is that these shows don’t necessarily want 

people with good acting ability, they want people who look 

right for the part and who they can rely on professionally. 

They will be churning out twenty-six episodes, one a week, 

so there is no room for prima donnas. The actors will have 

to be obedient and do as they are told, without fuss. I’m their 

man, I think: clean cut and handsome, the boy next door, and 

I will do whatever they ask of me for a piece of this action. 

We run through the script. It is a scene where the boy 

(me) is up before the college’s Dean of Discipline 

(Mikelstein). 

I am startled; this cannot be a real scene from an episode 

of the show, the networks would never let this go to air. 

Mikelstein starts off in character. He is berating me for 

cutting classes to head to the mall, why do I do it? I tell him 

the classes are boring and the teachers are hopeless. 

He gets angry, says I must apologise. I tell him where 

to get off. 

At this point he turns away from me and heads for a 

shelf in the corner of the room and picks up a paddle. It’s an 

ordinary board, the kind you would find in any school in the 

South. 

He smacks the wood into the palm of his hand for 

emphasis as he scolds me some more. I can’t keep my eyes 

off the paddle. Is this really happening? What exactly is 

happening?  

“Bend over grab your ankles,” Mikelstein tells me. I 

hesitate. My breathing is coming faster and my heart rate is 
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quickening. I look at Mikelstein and he replies with his eyes, 

“Yes, you must go through with it.” 

I understand what is going on now. I have to do this. 

I stoop down from my waist and rest my hands on my 

knees. 

“Grab your ankles boy!” Mikelstein seems to have 

come out of character. I part my legs a little and tightly grab 

hold of my jeans around my calves. 

I feel Mikelstein move behind me, admiring the scene. 

I am only wearing “no-name” jeans but I know I look Hot! 

Hot! Hot! I can wear anything. 

 

  

I part my legs a little and tightly grab hold of my 

jeans around my calves 
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A don’t hear the paddle coming but feel an agonising 

pain as it connects across both buttocks, stinging each cheek 

equally. My eyes pop and I let out a gasp. Instinctively, I 

bolt upright to rub my flaming ass. Mikelstein stops me mid-

way and with a forceful shove in the shoulders, he pushes 

me back down. Once again I am staring at the stained floor. 

Whack number two hits, harder than the first, on almost 

the same spot. I tug at the legs of my jeans determined not 

to disgrace myself and try to stand up again. It hurts so much 

I have no words to describe it. I have never been in so much 

pain in my life. 

Number three crashes down across the bottom of my 

ass, where the cheeks meet the thighs and I let out a scream, 

so loud, I am sure the people waiting outside the audition 

room must be able to hear it. Involuntary tears are forming 

behind my eyes and my whole body seems to be shaking. I 

am spent. Please, Mr. Mikelstein, no more. 

I didn’t say this out loud, but Mikelstein got the picture. 

I heard him replace the paddle on the shelf and he told me to 

stand. 

I rise, my face bright red, from the exertions of the 

spanking and, probably, because my head has been upside 

down staring at the floor. 

Mikelstein sits on a couch watching me as I furiously 

rub away at my tight throbbing buns. It is no use; the pain is 

going to be with me for a long time yet. 

Mikelstein gestures that I should sit on the couch next 

to him. I can see he is sweating even more than before and 

his face is flushed. Still breathing heavily, I gingerly put my 

butt on the couch, testing it for size to see if my raw ass can 

stand the pressure. 

I wince as my backside takes the weight of my body. 

Mikelstein gives a creepy laugh. “Can someone get the boy 

a cushion?” Nobody moves, his two colleagues know he 

meant it as a joke. 
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Mikelstein sits up very close to me and our legs are 

touching. I am still in some distress and he puts an arm 

around me, drawing my head into his chest. I can smell his 

expensive aftershave. What will happen next? Am I going to 

have to let him come on to me? 

The woman pipes up and says, thank you, you have 

passed the first part of the audition. Mikelstein lets go of me 

and the meeting becomes formal again. 

There is a part two of the audition where I have to meet 

other possible cast members and TV execs and so on. She 

tells me they have to see if I will fit in. It seems that I have 

the looks and enough talent, but do I have the temperament? 

She writes down an address of a house in the Valley where 

there will be a party on Friday for everyone involved in the 

show. I am invited. 

Friday is a sweltering hot day. I have no car so I hitch a 

lift to the house. I dress in a way I hope will delight 

Mikelstein: in short, short cut-offs and a yellow patterned 

shirt. If this audition turns out to be a battle of the buns 

between competing wannabe cast members, I am going to 

give myself a head start.  

I arrive on time at a huge mansion. It has large gardens 

and a swimming pool. Towards the far end of the garden is 

something that looks like a lake. 

I am astounded when a waiter with a tray of drinks 

approaches me. He is stunning looking, in his late teens or 

early twenties, and he is almost entirely naked. He wears a 

bow tie and a jock strap that hardly covers his assets and that 

is that. I realise all the other waiters are similarly dressed. 

As I take my drink (non-alcoholic, I need to keep a clear 

head, for whatever happens next) I hear the slap of a hand 

on flesh from behind me and swing round to find Mikelstein 

had slapped a waiter full on his pert buttocks.  

The waiter flashes Mikelstein a smile to say that was 

the most wonderful experience he has ever enjoyed and, hey, 
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if he wants to do it some more, just go ahead. The boy is a 

marvellous actor, better than I would ever be.  

Lots of people come up to say hello, they are here 

auditioning like me. None of us quite knows what is 

expected of us so we are friendly to everyone just in case 

they turn out to be important. 

An assistant to Mikelstein tells me it is my turn to see 

the great man and leads me into the house and up a spiral 

staircase to the first floor, where he leaves me in a room on 

my own. Mikelstein comes in, dressed casually in dark 

slacks, bulging at the waist, and a white patterned formal 

shirt. I feel very under-dressed in my cut offs, but he cannot 

keep his eyes off me: a result. 

He offers me a drink (alcohol this time) and I risk 

accepting it. I want to seem friendly, but I don’t want him to 

think I might be a drunkard. He calls me by my name and 

says how much he enjoyed our last meeting. He grins as he 

says this. Yes, I remember our last meeting; there are still 

bruises on my ass. 

He talks about the show and how he has a great part for 

me in it and what a great success it will be and what a great 

career I have ahead of me. He likes the word “great”. 

Then he says for it to work I have to show that I can fit 

in. What did I think about that? I tell him I think it is “great”.  

“I’ll do anything you want of me Mr. Mikelstein,” I am 

not subtle. I want the lot: the fame, the money and the 

lifestyle that goes with it and I want it now. 

“Anything?” he leers at me again. I drain the whiskey 

from my glass. 

“Do you want another?” I do, to try to settle my nerves, 

but I say, “No thanks.” 

He sits down on a couch. “Come closer,” he grabs my 

arm and pulls me closer to him. “Are you a good boy?” He 

smirks at me. I don’t know how I am supposed to answer 

this, so I don’t. 
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“Or are you naughty?” Yet more leering. Suddenly, I 

know exactly where this is going.  

“Naughty boys have to get their bottoms spanked.” 

With that he simply pulls me forward and down over his lap.  

I could fight him, punch him in the face and high-tail it 

out of here. But, I don’t and I’m not ashamed of that. This is 

my ticket to stardom. And the journey starts here. 

He pulls at the waist of my cut offs so the denim is even 

tighter across my buttocks and smacks down on my cheeks. 

I can’t feel I thing, but I don’t suppose I am meant to. They 

are more like “love pats” than spanks. Mikelstein is enjoying 

feeling-up my pert bottom. He stops smacking for a while 

and gently rubs his hand around my two globes, measuring 

them up. 

“Stand up.” He helps me up and I stand in front of him.  

“Hands on head.” This is unexpected, but I do as 

instructed. He undoes the button of my cut-offs and they fall 

to my knees. Then he pulls me on top of him, so that I am 

stretched out across the couch with my upper body and arms 

resting to his left and my legs stretched out to his right. My 

bottom is high over his abundant thighs. 

He spanks me harder this time. The first slaps connect 

into the centre of my left cheek and then the centre of the 

right and then he covers the whole circuit, from the top of 

the globes near the base of the spine, to the curves at the 

thighs. The thin cotton of my tight, white, briefs is no 

protection. Mikelstein is getting into his stride as he lands 

short, rapid spanks all over my buttocks and thighs. 

My butt is warming up and as each successive swat falls 

across the tight cotton briefs, the pain increases. I am not in 

agony, the pain is nothing like the paddling he had given me, 

but gradually the soreness in my ass increases. 

I am losing track of time, but he must have whacked on 

and on at my buttocks for five minutes or more, never letting 

up. Although I am feeling sore now and gasping a little, I 

don’t make a sound and nor does Mikelstein.  
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Suddenly, I realise I have no idea what I am supposed 

to do. I am an actor after all, am I meant to be playing a role 

here? Does he want me to holler and howl, like he is killing 

me? Should I plead for him to stop? “I will be a good boy 

Daddy, I promise.” 

I am probably too late to change tack now: I am stuck 

with naturalism; my reactions are genuine, based on the real 

discomfort he is causing me. We had learnt about 

“naturalism” in class, but I never expected this would be the 

first role where I would put it into practice. 

Gently he pulls down my briefs to my knees, exposing 

my, by now, very pink bottom. “What a lovely shade of 

pink,” Mikelstein pants. He caresses my buttocks, “and, so 

very hot. Ha! Ha! Ha!” He has made a joke. 

He slaps on and on. Although I am now bare butt, the 

pain doesn’t get any worse. I am no expert, but I wonder if 

there is some limit to a hand spanking: the pain reaches a 

limit, but doesn’t go beyond it. The spanker’s hand is pretty 

sore too, so at this point he reaches for the hairbrush and 

takes the boy’s butt off with that. 

Luckily for me, that isn’t Mikelstein’s plan: at least not 

for today, so he hand-spanks me for another few minutes 

until he is spent. He is breathing so heavily I think he might 

be having a seizure. He holds tightly onto me, so I can’t get 

up. I don’t know what is happening; it may be that he is just 

taking a break before another onslaught. 

But no, we are finished. He releases his grip and I stand 

before him. My buns are very tender. Remembering I am 

here to please Mikelstein, I perform a little dance, hopping 

from one foot to the other with my hands furiously rubbing 

my bum and my pepper bouncing up and down in front of 

his face. 

The look on his face is a treat. He wants me. He wants 

me so bad. 

I turn my back to him, so he gets a great view of my 

glory hole as I bend to my toes to retrieve my briefs. Slowly, 
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I pull them up over my bright red buttocks, wriggling 

exaggeratedly as the soft cotton brushes them. Then, back to 

my feet again for the cut-offs. 

I turn around to face Mikelstein so he can see me 

tucking my dick into my shorts. 

His eyes pop. 

“Please Mr. Mikelstein, have I got the part?” I pucker. 

“Oh yes boy. Yes.” 

 

 

14. A bug on the wall 

 

COME HERE, I’M going to spank you. 

Spank me? I’m a bit too old to be spanked, don’t you 

think? 

No, what are you? Eighteen? 

Nineteen. 

Nineteen is not too old to be spanked. Plenty of nineteen 

year olds would benefit from a damn good spanking. And, 

you’re one of them mister. 

Huh? 

Go upstairs and bring down the bathbrush. 

Can’t we talk about this? 

There is nothing to talk about. You stole my car. 

I did not steal your car. It’s called taking and driving 

away. I did not intend to deprive you of your property. 

Don’t get fresh with me. You did not have my 

permission. You are not insured to drive my car. Do you 

even have a license? 

Hmm. 

No, I thought not. Go upstairs and fetch that brush. 

But, you can’t spank me. You love me. 

It is because I love you that I’m gonna spank you. 

Oh come on. 

It’s up to you. You take a spanking; we move on. You 

don’t take a spanking; you move out. 
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You cannot be serious. 

Oh yes I am mister. Remember Ryan?  

Oh … 

Upstairs. Bring that brush down and be quick about it. 

[A minute of silence elapses.] 

Good. Hand it to me. 

But … 

Come. Here. Keep still. You didn’t think I’d let you 

keep these heavy jeans on did you? 

Oh come on … 

Now, get here. Lay across my knee. Rest your head and 

arms here. Stretch your legs out behind you. Yeah, that’s it. 

I can’t believe … 

You better believe it buster. I am gonna blister your 

butt. 

Hey, you can’t do that! 

Yes, I can. It’s not a real spanking if it’s not on the bare. 

Please, no. 

Whack! 

Oww! 

Whack! Whack! Whack! Whack! 

Oww! Oww! Com’on no! Pleeease! 

Whack! Whack! 

It's not a real spanking if it's not on the bare 
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That’s enough. Ouch You’re hurting me. 

That’s the point young man (wheeze). That’s the point. 

Smack!  Smack! 

Hissss. Yow! 

Smack! Smack! 

Ouch. Enough. Pleeease! 

Smack! Smack! 

You only have yourself to blame. 

(Whack!) Are (Whack!) you (Whack!) gonna (Whack!) 

steal (Whack!) my (Whack!) car again? (Whack! Whack!) 

No-ooow! 

Smack! Smack! 

Am I getting through to you? 

Yes. 

Whack!!! 

Yes, what? 

Whack!!! 

Yes, Sir. I’m sorry. 

Yes, you will be. By the time I’ve finished with you 

mister. You’ll be sorry then. 

Whack!!! Whack!!! 

Two minutes later. 

Whack!!! Whack!!! Whack!!! 

There. Will I have to do this again? 

Sob, sob. No. I’m sorry. Sob, sob. 

Get up. 

Sorry, Sob. Sob. 

Here, come here. Give me a kiss. 

Sorry dada. 

I love you. 

I love you too. 

Outside fifty yards down the road, in the back of an 

unmarked white van two newspaper reporters silently 

exchange glances. One switches off the recording device. 

Another working day is drawing to a close. 
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15. Too clever by half 

 

 

AL SAT AT home reading. Would the heatwave never end? 

Perspiration glistened on his gym-honed naked torso. All he 

wore were the tiniest tennis shorts, but still he could not get 

cool.  

He had just got back from the mall with magazines and 

cigarettes. In that heat even a short journey had taken it out 

of the nineteen-year-old. A rivulet of sweat trickled between 

his abs forming a puddle on his flat tight stomach. 

Perspiration glistened on his gym-honed naked torso 
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Suddenly his elder bother Joe, the marine on leave, 

burst into the room. Joe liked everyone to know he was a 

marine and always wore a camouflaged tee-shirt and green 

shorts to prove it.  He was full of himself. 

“Hey did you just use dad’s car?” 

“What?” 

“I said did you just use dad’s car?” 

“What’s it to you?” 

“You know dad left me in charge while he’s away.” 

“So what?” 

“He said you weren’t to use his car.” 

“I didn’t.” 

“Yes you did. I’ve just seen it. The engine’s still warm.” 

“So what? So I went to the mall.” 

“You know you’re not supposed to take dad’s car. You 

know that.” 

“I only went to the mall. It’s no big deal.” 

Joe’s already sweaty face turned puce. His kid brother 

was hankering for a spankering. “It is a big deal. You 

remember what he did to me that time?” 

Al sighed. “What time?” 

“When I took his car without permission.” 

Al knew where this conversation was going; but he 

would go along for the ride. “What happened?” 

“He blistered my bare butt with that heavy bath brush. 

I couldn’t sit down for a week.” 

“Oh, yeah,” Al’s grin showed his brilliantly white even 

teeth that contrasted against his deep suntanned face. “So 

what?”  

“So what!” Joe didn’t like his kid brother’s attitude one 

little bit. “So what is that I’m going to go right now and fetch 

that brush and do the same to you.” 

“No you’re not.” 

“Yes, I am. Just watch me.” Joe darted from the room 

and Al returned to his magazine. Seconds later his irate 
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brother returned brandishing a huge heavy wooden-backed 

bath brush. 

“Here. See.” He waved the brush in Al’s face so close 

the teenager could smell the stale sweat soaking his brother’s 

clothes. Al shrugged his shoulders and Joe stood unsure of 

what to do next. 

“So get up then.” 

“Sorry?” 

“Get up. Come over here, I’m going to spank you.” 

Al flashed that grin again. “No you’re not.” 

Joe wasn’t the smartest kid on the block. He was the 

kind of young man who communicated best through grunts; 

so that’s what he did; he grunted. 

“What was that?” Al was beginning to enjoy himself. 

He was a bright college kid and would do well in life. He 

despised his brother. What a moron, he thought, he only 

went into the marines because he couldn’t get a job 

anywhere else. No way was he going to let the brute spank 

him. 

Joe tried again. “Get up. You have to go across my knee 

and I spank your sweet little ass.” 

“No you don’t. Now, will you please be quiet I’m trying 

to read my magazine.” 

Joe stood puzzled, the bath brush still in his hand. He 

was beginning to feel very foolish indeed. He looked across 

at his sexy younger brother. He didn’t get it; something was 

not quite right. Why couldn’t he understand? 

“Hey, Al,” he almost whimpered, “This isn’t how it’s 

supposed it be.” 

“What isn’t?” 

“The story.” 

“What story?” 

“The story we’re in; this isn’t how it’s meant to be.” 

“So, how is it meant to be?” 

“Well, I come in and catch you smoking cigarettes in 

the house which is against the rules. Then I know that you’ve 
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taken dad’s car without permission. Then I say I’m in charge 

while dad’s away.” 

Al snorted as if to say, “Yeah, right.” 

Joe continued, “Then I tell you about the time I took 

dad’s car and the butt blistering I got then.” 

Al nodded. Yeah, that sounded like a typical Charles 

Hamilton II plot to him. “What happens next?” 

“Well I say I’ll tell dad and he’ll give you such a 

whipping when he gets back and then you kinda plead, ‘Oh, 

no please don’t tell dad’ and I say, ‘Alright, I’ll spank you 

myself.’” 

Al wriggled a little in his chair, already he could feel 

the heavy swats of the brush pounding into his tight 

buttocks. 

“I think I can guess the rest,” he said. “Then you take 

me across your knee and whack me on my tiny tennis shorts 

with the brush. But I don’t feel it enough, so you make me 

take down my shorts and underwear and I get it on the bare.” 

Joe was cheering up. “Yeah, that’s it. Then there’s lots 

of description about how the brush crashes into your butt and 

the bruises and everything.” 

Al smiled that smile again. “And then it’s over and I’m 

jumping up and down with tears and snot all over my face.” 

Joe joined in, “Then you say how sorry you are and 

you’ll never take dad’s car again.” 

“Yeah,” Al agreed, “And the story ends with the line: 

‘And he meant it too … until the next time he wanted to go 

to the mall.’” 

Joe was mightily relived. It looked like they were back 

on track again. 

“So,” he brandished the brush in Al’s face, “Let’s get 

on with it shall we?” 

“Nah,” Al returned to his magazine, “Leave me alone, 

I want to read.” 

“B-b-but…” Joe felt tears at the back of his eyes, “But, 

the story?” 
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Al flashed those infuriating teeth once more. “Don’t 

worry; let’s just say this is the twist in the tale.” 

With that he flicked over the page of his magazine 

while Joe, fearful that he would never be asked to feature in 

a story again, dejectedly returned the brush to the bathroom. 
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